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The object of the work dcoori1d in this thesis was to 

extract and characterise the DNA of cantharoeba castellanii, 

with a view to examining the phylogenetic relationships of amoebae 

by the study of their DNA base composition. 

Acanthamoeba castellanii Neff strain was used in all 

experiments. The amoebae grew well in deep stirred cultures in 

peptone, although under these conditions a high proportion of 

the cells became multin.ucleate. The DNA content per amoeba from 
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stirred culture was 	x 10 ug DNA, but it was not possible to 

relate weight of amoebae to numbers of amoebae. 

Seven extraction methods were found to be unsuitable for 

extracting DNA. frori A. castellanii, they were those of Taiuur 

(1961), Berns & Thomas (1965), Kirby (1957,1959), Kandel & 

Honigberg(1964) and two modified methods. The extraction method 

of Kirby (1962) was effective in releasing from A.castellsnii 

DNA which gave a viscous solution and a fibrous precipitate 

in ethanol. The DNA prepared by this method was very impure and 

RNAase digestion, 2-methoxyethanol precipitation, dialysis, 

Sephadex gel filtration and CsCl centrifugation were not, 

effective means of purification. 

The extraction procedure was modified to give yields of from 

90 - 10O of the total DNA by performing the extraction t 40, 

increasing the extractant to cell ratio to 4:1, using phenol 

equilibrated with extractant solution and lysing the cells with 

2.5% 33. DNA prepared by the modified method was purified 

by OsOl centrifugation. 

Use other side if necessary. 



The D I TA of Acanthamoeba contains two components, a heavy 

nuc1ear DT and S iightei mlnOr DA assiiiued to be mitochondrial 

in oribin. 3amples of the two DNA types were prepared, and 

characterised by buoyant density and thennal denaturation 

temperature deteninations. The nuclear DNA has a mean 

base composition of 61% G-C and the minor DNA of 34 0-0. 
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cutneary 

Aoanthaaoeba castellanil. Neff strain was used in all experiments. 

The amoebae grew well in the deep stirred cultures used, although under 

these conditions a high proportion of the amoebae became multinuoleata. 

The DNA content per amoeba from stirred culture was estimated to be 
137 	£ 

x 1O ug DNA, irrespective of the dry weight per amoeba. Tt was 

not possible to relate weight of amoebae to numbers of amoebae. 

seven DNA extraction methods were found to be unsuitable for extracting 

DNA from A • easteflanli. They mere; Borne & Thomas 1%5, )Aarmur 1961, 

Kirby 1957, 1959, Vandal & ffonigberg 1964 and 2 modified methods (see 

eo, TI 5-vii a & b). None of these methods released DNA which gave a 

viscous aqueous solution or a fibrous precipitate in ethanol. 

4.. The method of Kirby 1962, was  effective in releasing from A. oaetellanii, 

DNA which gave a viscous aqueous solution and a fibrous precipitate in 

ethanol. The reasons for the success of this method are not known, but 

it was concluded that the two salts used, sodium diethyldithiooarbsmste 

and phenolphthalein diphophate had an inhibitory effect on the nucleases 

of the ameba. 

Acanthamoeba DNA prepared according to Kirby's method was contaminated 

with large amounts of 'NA proteins and polysaccharides. TAase and 

amylase digestion, 2methoxyethanol precipitation, dialysis and lephadex 

gel filtration, and preparative caesium chloride density gradient centri-

fugation were not effective in purifying the DNA. 

The extraction method of Kirby was modified to give increased yields 

of DNA by-- 

I) performing the entire extraction procedure at 4 C. 



U) increasing the cells to extractant ratio from 271 to 471. 

iii) lysing the cells with 2. SI$. 

i,) stirring the Ly'sate with phenol equilibrated with extractant 

solution. Using these modifications 88.100 of the total DTZA could 

be recovered. 

To DNA prepared by the modified method ins  contaminated with protein 

and IRRA but was largely free of polysaccharides. TITIAase digestion and 

phenol or chloroform deproteinisetion were not effective in purifying 

the DNA. Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation was found to 

be the most efficient method of purification. 

The modified DNA extraction method ens used successfully to extract 

DNA from Iretrahymei pyriformis, but was not successful when applied to 

1ug1ons gracilts, 

The DNA of A. castellanii contains two INA types. A heavy nuclear 

DNA and a lighter, minor ')A assumed to be of mitochondriel origin. 

amplee of the to DNA typos were prepared and characterised by buoyant 

density and therenl denaturation temperature determinations. Tho ma jor 

DNA has a base composition of 61,,If C—C, and the  minor DNA of 34' G.C. 
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1 INTRODUCTION. 

One of the fundamental properties of living organisms is their 

ability to reproduce themselves exactly and apparently endlessly. This 

Property more than any other was considered by the 19th century biologists 

to be the unexplicáblo yet basic property of life. The mystery which 

surrounded this subject was heightened by a growing awareness of the 

complexity of cellular organisation. The rediscovery, in 1900, of Vendells. 

experiments however, showed the existence of tranemissable, relatively 

permanent units of hereditary and indicated that a rational explanation 

was possible for the observed phenomena of inheritance. The great 

effect on contemporary biological thought of endel's work was reinforced 

by the realisation that the behaviour of the chromosomes at melosis offered 

a cytological explanation of the Mendelian laws of segregation. 	Thile 

this advance did not solve the problem of how organisms duplicated them-

selves, it did provide firm evidence that a scientifically accessible 

mechanism was responsible for the control of hereditary. 

Although sufficient circumstantial evidence was available to implicate 

either DNA or protein as the genetic material, no direct evidence was 

found until Avery, McLeod and McCarty (19!44) demonstrated that purified 

) 	 On'" 

	

- 	*4ert to as 
L 	 I...h I 
v&ent form. This discovery terminated all speculation concerning the 

nature of the genetic material and stimulated an increased interest in 

nucleic acids. The subsequent research into the biological functions of 

DNA fell into two broad categories. The DNA of a large number of organism.s 

was studied, qualitatively and quantitatively in an effort to correlate 

differences in DNA with differences between organisms. The alternative and 
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more fundamental approach was the use Of  X-ray  diffraction toohnioues in 

order to determine the molecular structure of DNA.  Tt was this technique 

that led to the discovery by Watson and Crick of the structure of DNA. 

The structure proposed for DNA by Watson and Crick (1953) provided 

both an explanation for the known properties of DNA and offered 

explanations for the underlying mechanisms of replication and coding of the 

genetic information. The DNA molecule is composed of two anti-parallel 

sugar phosphate chains arranged in a double helix; the purine and pyrimidine 

bases are stacked within this framework so as to form bridges between the 

two chains. The only way in which the bases can be arranged to fit within 

the helix, i.e. AT and G-C, provides the specificity of replication, since 

the order or bases in one chain dictates the order on the other. The 

genetic information could then be encoded in the sequence of bases along 

the chain; the very- large numbers of base pairs present would be sufficient 

to carry all the information required. 

Once the structure of DNA was known it was possible to predict how 

the genetic information was replicated and coded and having made the 

predictions it was possible to devise experiments to test them. !eselson 

and Stah3. (1958) showed that DNA replicates semi-conservatively as predicted 

from the Watson-Crick model; that is by strand separation followed by the 

synthesis of a new strand onto each of the original strands. To elucidate 

the nature of the code was a more complex problem, theoretically it could 

be shown that the most likely code "words" would be triplets of bases, since 

4. bases arranged in groups of 3 would give1,3  or 64 combinations to code for 

the 20 naturally occurring amino acids. Pairs of bases would provide too 

few combinations and quadruplets or higher grouping would provide too many. 
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Tuvestigations on the genetic code itself were first carried out 

by studying the effects on protein synthesis of mutations and random 

deletions of bases. The development of a stable cell-free protein 

synthetic system (Nirenberg and. Mattaei 1961) permitted a more direct 

approach, and using polyribonuoleotides in this and similar systems it 

was eventually possible to assign triplets of bases to code for each of 

the 20 naturally occurring amino acids. Although most of the work on 

the genetic code was performed on bacterial systems, it is generally 

accepted that the genetic code is universal. (Crick 1966). 

Essentially, therefore, the sequence of bases along the DNA molecule 

is transcribed and translated by the protein synthesising apparatus of the 

eell into the sequence of amino acids in a polypeptlde chain. The systems 

for transcribing and translating the genetic information are common to all 

organisms that have been examined, and it Is presumed to all other organisms 

also. These systems, and the genetic code itself must therefore have 

evolved in the earliest form of life, and have changed very little since. 

A strong selective pressure must exist to preserve the code unchanged over 

a time of approximately lO years. 

There are two readily measured properties of the DNA of an organism. 

They are the amount of DNA per nuc1eis or per cell, and the molar 

proportions of the 4 bases of the DNA, the base ratios. The DNA content 

of a cell can be determined by either microspectrophotoinetry (Davies and 

7"a1ker 1953) or by the chemical extraction and colourimotric estimation 

of the DNA (Schneider 1%5). The determination of the base ratios is a 

more complex procedure, the DNA must first be isolated and purified. 

Purified DNA may be characterised by chromatographic analysis or by thermal 

denaturation temperature (Warmur and Doty 10,62) or buoyant density 
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determinations (Sohildkraut, Warmur and Doty, 1962). 

The buoyant density and the thermal denaturation temperature of a 

given DNA are proportional to its (-C content. The guanine cytosine 

base pairs are linked by three H bonds as compared to the two between 

the adenine thyml.ne  base pairs. Thus the higher the proportion of C-C 

in a DNA the higher the temperature required to separate the strands. 

Similarly, the C-C content of the DNA dictates the buoynnt density of 

the DNA in caesium chloride by virtue of the smaller specific volume of 

the C-C base pairs, which renders high C-C containing DNA less buoyant 

than high A-rn DNA. 

The examination of the DNA of a wide variety of organisms has 

revealed a general evolutionary trend towards an increased amount of DNA 

per nucleus and a corresponding tendency towards uniformity in base ratios 

(eCarthy 19E4). The mechanisms by which the amount of DNA in the genome 

is increased are obscure. Chance events and mutations are the most 

likely methods, but some more positive mechanism might exist such as the 

repetition of certain sequences followed by their mutation. The uniformity 

of the base ratios of the DNA of higher organisms may be, in part, a 

statistical phenomenon; the more DNA there is in the genome the greater 

the likelihood of the base ratios being equal. The base ratios of 

mammalian DNA's for example are generally within a few percent of 4.O' G--C. 

Bacteria and protozoa however, exhibit a range of base ratios from 22 C-C 

up to 7 C-C. How far these varitons reflect a qualitative difference 

in genetic information is difficult to assess. A difference of a few 

percent C-C in base composition may signify a change in phenotype, a bias 

in the coding towards A-P or C-C rich triplets or a combination of both 
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these factors. Nevertheless, it has been found that among micro-organisms 

base ratios bear a direct relationship to their taxonomic position 

(Silvestri and Hill 1965). The universality of the genetic code implies 

strong selective pressures for its maintainance. Variations in base 

ratios therefore are unlikely to be transitory or accidental and within 

a group of closely related micro-organisms are strongly reflective of 

their evolutionary descent. 

Much of the fundamental research into molecular biology was performed 

on microbial systems, and has since been extended to higher organisms. 

The first application of these techniques to protozoa was by lueoka (1961) 

who determined the base ratios of the DNA. of Petrahymena rostrata and 12 

strains of . pyriformis and demonstrated that the correlation observed 

in bacteria between base ratios and the amino acid composition of the bulk 

proteins of the cell was also true of Tetrahymena. From this he deduced 

that the genetic code was identical in Tetrahymena and bacteria. The 

base ratios of the !)NA of all the organisms examined varied by only 

C-C, between P. rostrata (24%) and P. pyriformis (32); as in bacteria 

strains which were capable of conjugating possessed DNA's of the same base 

composition. 

Sehildkraut, Mandel, Levisohn, mith-Sonneborn and "armur (1962) 
	> 

examined the DNA. of 17 species of protozoa and determined the base 

composition by buoyant density and thermal denaturation temperature 

measurements. The organisms surveyed were 8 flagellates (3 phyto-

flagellates and 5 zooflagellatos), 8 ciliates and an amoeba. The 

flagellates had DNA's of high C-C content (5-5 C-C), it was not 

possible to distinguish between the phytoflagellatos and the sooflagellates 
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in terms of base ratios. All the zooflagellates examined belonged to 

the Order icinetoplastida and exhibited a narrow range of base ratios 

(54 - 597 c-c) within the wider range covered by the two Subelasses of 
phytoflagellatos exi mined. 

The ciliates were also representatives of a single Order, iymeno-

stomatida, and were characterised by the possession of DNA's of low c-c 
content (227 - 357). The single amoeba examined Dictyostelium,had a 

base composition of 227 c-c. Sohildkraut et al also observed that the 

zooflagollato Crithidia oncopelti contained three DNA components, 

distinguishable by their buoyant densities on caesium chloride density 

gradients. e3atellite  DNA's were not detected in any other of the 

species examined. 

Marmur, Cahoon, Shimura and Vogel (1963) investigated the DNA of 

Crithidia oncopelti by comparing the DNA extracted from whole cells with 

that extracted from isolated cytoplasmic particles of the suspected 

endosymbiont. The three DNA species found were identified as nuclear 

(507 c-c), kinotoplast (401 c-c) and endosymblont (327 c-c). The cyto-

plasmic particles of Paramecium were subjected to a similar examination 

by Behme (1963) and'Smith-onneborn, croon and Yarmur (1963). Comparisons 

of whole cell DNA and infected cell or isolated particle DNA enabled the 

base ratios of the mu (4.27), sigma (457. kappa (3,1 and lambda (4.97) 
particles to be determined. while the particles had similar base 

ratios to each other and to various bacteria and PPLO's, it was not 

possible to relate their base ratios to their host cells or to determine 

their origin. 

Jones and Thompson (1963) extracted DNA from 'T'etrahyuiena piformis 
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and Polytomella papillata and characterised it using a obromotographic 

technique. Their results for 'retrahymena were in agreement with those 

of Sueoka 1961) and Schildkraut at al (1962), and the base composition 

Of PolytomeUa (4i1) appears to be similar to that found in other 

phytoflageflates. A method was developed by TTonigborg and Mandel 

(19) for extracting DNA from Triohomonas; using this method the DNA 

wAs isolated and oharacterised. from . vaginalis (29g)and, T. gallinae 

(31w). The base ratios of these two species are lower than those of 

other flagellates. Gibson (i%() prepared DNA from 11 species or strains 

of ciliates and a Heliozoan, and determined the base composition by 

thermal denaturation temperature measurements. The range of base 

ratios in the ciliates agreed well with that found by Sohildkraut at a]. 

(1962) with the exception of tentor poly-phemu5 (+5 r.-C) which however 

belongs to a different Subclass to the other ciliates studied. Duuy, 

Mattern anti Tiley (1965 and. 1966) identified two components in theDNA of 

Leishmanja enrlettli, a (qualitatively) major DNA of nuclear origin and 

a minor DNA which could be extracted from isolated kinetoplasts. 

Analytical ultracentrifuge studies showed the kinetoplast DNA to have 

the property of equilibrating very rapidly on the density gradient 

despite its apparently high molecular weight. buoyant density and 

thermal denaturation temperature determinations on the two DNA's gave 

values of 62 and 5 C—C for the nuclear fraction and 41. and 3:.. C-C 

for the kinetoplast fraction. The base composition of the nuclear DNA 

is very close to that of other members of the vinetoplastida examined 

by Sohildkraut at al (1962). The kinetoplast DNA is similar in base 

composition (4.5 C—C by density determination) to the kinetoplast DNA 
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of Crithfala onooe1ti (&O Gd-C) • jenaturation studies on the two 

DNA 's of T. enriettti showed that the kinetoplPst DNA was less  complex 

than the nuclear DNA. 

71toohondr%a1 DNA ves isolated and chareeterised in the ciliates 

Tetr?hyaena and Parameotur by uyara and Preer (106% Thereas these 

two ciliates possess nuclear DNA's of very similar base composition 

their mitochondrial DNA's differed by ?Llf, (-C, from 22 in Tetrahymena 

to 40, in araineoia. This would seem to indicate that while the base 

composition of the nuclear DNA. reflects the phylogeny of the organism, 

that of the ettochondrial DNA does not. Suyama (196) characterised the 

mitochondrial DNA of 5 syens of . pyrtformie and a strain, T. pyr1formts 

Ct. The nuclear VA's of all the organisms examined differed by only 

1 	and the mitoehondrial DNA 's differed by only 2 (-C, suggesting 

that within a species the base composition of the eitochonirtal DA is 

constant. "loyanA and Ylurs (1968) observet, the DNA released from 

osmotically ruptured trymena mitochondria under the electron micros-

cope and were unabl, to detent otreular DNA molecules. The linear DNA 

which vas found had a mean length of 17 u, a value approximately three 

tines greater than that reoored for vertebrate mitoehondr'ial DNA 'a. 

inclair it ci 1967). 

Chioroplast associated DNA wee identified in several plants including 

Chiamydomonas and 'Th]orella by Chun, Vaughan and tich (1963); eager and 

Tshide (10,63) demonstrated the presence of DNA in the chioroiplasts of 

Chl!Womorw-  reinhardi by comparing the DNA from whole cells with that 

from isolated chloro1.ests. similarly Left', Mandel, Rpstein and ..ehiff 

(1963) identified obloroplast DNA in 1ulen* by comparative studies of the 
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Of green  and aplastifto cells. The base coeposit ion of the nu*lear 

1A Of 13..aYdomones and 2,,Igrolla was 4: c.-c and 5VC-a, values in 

ping with the tncieney towards Th '. or high G content exhibite 

by the pbytofl*gellates. The oloro ,iast 	of 2LUMoeene.s 

(Y 	c) • CWorella (W, G-C) and uirena (25 a-c) uttered aarcedly 

froa their respo tire nueler Ms, but 4id not vary ac) r'Lciely !3etreen 

species as the ctlite sitochondrini Ift. 

The chieraplastal origin of the satellite DNA in ;uena has been 

investigated by de1wan Coee 	petetn and chiff (194, 'say and 

i%r*eelt I9&) and Sraeerasa sad isenstat (1944).dolnsn at  el 

reported a fiftoenfold enriobsent of the satellite component in 

extracted tree tecisted abloroplasts. and dteraimed the thernal 

&,!*turst ton temperature of abloroplast TMA purified by preparative 

osestue chloride density gradient centrifugat ton. Ysy and !snsrelt 

prepared ohlcroplets by sucrose gradient aedisentation and round thee 

to contain enhenced sao*mt* of chiaroplast &, 1rsweraan and tisenstadt 

used the seas technique but showed that partial lysts of the ohioroplaste 

before TA extraction removed contaminating nuclear PA. 

second satellite component was found in Mglm by lay &n& .na- 

wait (1%5), and by de Mftfl 	 and 1psteln (I%5).", to YWA  was 

found in  both wild type cells and in mutants incapable of ehlorplaat 

formation (which lack ebloroplast tZ) I  and differed from obioropiset 

A in base coeposition (. (-) sad in molecular weight. !dolaan 

stein and chtft (i%) extracted DA from isolated mitoebo is of 

'ulci* sad showed it to correspond in base øomposition and molecular 

weight to the second satellite component, 
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Chiang and Sueoka (1967) detected two satellite DNA's in 

Chiamydomonas, of chioroplastal and ndtochondrial origin. The 

rnitochondrial DNA represented only 1? of the total cellular DNA and 

had a base composition of 56?"  G-C, a value much higher than that found 

in uglena. The ohioroplast DNA was shown to replicate at a different 

stage in the cell oyo1.' from the nuclear DNA. Sueoka,Chiang and 

Tates (1967) studied the fate of the parental nuclear DNA by the 

Isotopic labelling of male and female gametes, and were able to show that 

both parental DNA 's were physically conserved in the progeny. Chiang 

(1968) used the same system to demonstrate that the parental chioroplast 

DNA of Chiamydomonas was also physically conervod in the progeny. 

'iou and Paoletti (1968) fractionated the DNA of 1'rypanosorna cruzi 

on Tg<1_sS0 density gradients (hg ions increase the density of -P 

base pairs thus increasing resolution). Three DNA components were 

isolated and ohracterised, a nuclear rn. (51?' (4r-c), a Idnotoplast DNA 

(o a-c) and a third component (26?. c) considered to be mitochondrial 

DNA. The nuclear and kinetoplast DNA's of rypanosoma cru1. had base 

ratios similar to those of other members of the Tninetoplaetias  which have 

been examined, mitoohoridrial DNA's have not been reported in any other 

of the Kinetoplastid , but the endo:ymbiont  DNA of Crithidia onoopelti 

is very similr in base composition to Ir. crwi itochorthial DNA. 

Although a number of species of ciliates ard '1no11ates have been 

characterised by their DNA base composition, very little data has been 

published on the DNA of amoebae. Mandel (1967) quotes previously 

unpublished values for the base ratios of the DNA of 12 species of amoebae. 

The slime moulds all had DNA's of low C-C content (22-36 C-(',), the other 
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amoebae were all representatives of the Order Amoebida, and possessed 

DNA's ranging in base composition from 245 C-C in 1ntamoeba invadens up 

to 6 C-C in Amoeba proteus. The range of base ratios found in the 

Order Amoebid,a is therefore greater than that found throughout the 

Class Phytomastgophorea. 

The large differences in the base ratios of the amoebae examined to 

date indicates the heterogeneous nature of the Order Amoebl.da under the 

present system of classification. Since amoebae generally lack the 

morphological features on which classification is commonly based, a viable 

taxonomic system for amoeboid organisms must be based on biochemical 

characteristics. Only a limited number of bioohemi.eal markers are at 

present suitable for use in taxonomic studies. Thmunological recognition 

of surface or whole cell proteins (iddiqui and 11alamdrth 1965) and the 

analysis of free amino aoid patterns (i'riz 1968) have been used to explore 

the phylogenetic relations of amoebae and the more recent technique of iso-

enzyme studies would also be applicable to amoebae. Base ratio deter-

minations provide a convenient means of demonstrating relationships and 

dissimilarities between different species of amoebae. The existing data 

on the base ratios of protozoan DNA shows the validity of this approach. 

The use of base ratio analysis in taxonomy requires the development 

of techniques for the extraction and purification of DNA from the 

experimental organisms. There is no universally applicable DNA extraction 

proo- dure, and the characteristics of the organism dictate the extraction 

procedure used. The extraction method of Marmur (1961) has been most 

frequently used for extracting DNA from protozoa. This method relies on 

chelating agents and detergents to supress nuolease activity and chloroform 
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to resove proteins by preeiitatien. This sethad ins ussi to extract 

)!A fros niltates and flagellates by ehild1reut at *1 (l%),  free 

Toe 	enrttj by uBuy ct s.1 (1965 and IQW and from 

by ag.r and tahaM (l96). nantoers and !*ndel 	extracted rMA 

from rrle eoe b a modification of sreur'e inethoti in which phenol ne 

substituted for ohlerofore* ruynne and Prow (1 %) used a similar 

aediflestion to extract MA from 	_ and otrayetns. 

An alternative to Voyvwls sethod is the use of ltpophtllte,  salt and 

phenol (Irby l97), this nethod use used by zones and Thoepeon (I) 

to extract WIA from TejEabZIM and Po1ytae)ie and in a nodif ted tore by 

'ieu and Pselcttt (196e*,'to extract INA from rnosousorui. Gibson 

(1%() used the pronese esthod of ierns and Theme (1 11565), with some 

aodtfteatton*, to extract )TA froc several species of ciliate. The 

yields of MA obtained by these rious methods are seldom reported and 

the possibility of selective loss of amer A components during extract ion 

and purification carnot be excluded, such louse have been demonstrated by 

olf. (1963) in E. colt and by qkiwwr end 'riplt Cl%7) in crustacean )NA. 

The object of the axpariaents described in this thesis usc to extract 

and ebaraet.rtee th 	A of 	tha. Th ehartoterittica Orthis 

organism render it very suitable to this approach to texonosye  the genus 

Acanthacoeba is well 4sf liwi and the organisms grew well in exene culture. 

Provided therefore that the W  can be extracted, a detectable dtferenee 

in the 1)A base ratios of members of the genus will provde f1ri evidence 

for specie. separation. 

Amoebae of the gnus kcenthamoeba, often referred to as soil amoebae 

.Our naturally as bacteria feeders in sail and fresh eater. 'orphologtcally 
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amoebae of this genus are distinguishM by the possession of acanthopodia, 

by the bshaviour of the single nucleus and nucleolus at division and by the 

characteristic foldings of the cyst wall (Page 1967). A amber of 

laboratory strains of Acanthamoeba have been isolated and used 	experi- 

mentally, but some confusion exists as to the taxonomte identity- of these 

strains. 

kcanthaoebe grows readily on peptone or on simple defined media 

(Adam 195) and the nutritional requirements of severel strains have been 

described (Mae 1%, Band 1962). These studies have shown that 

Acanthamoeba requires only 5 amino acids, trace metals and salts and three 

vitamins for growth. The vitamin requirements of this organism we 

similar to those of many phytoflageiletes he. tbiamine o  biotin PWI '112. 

'urther evidence for a relationship between oftnhemoeba and the phyto-

flagellates was found in the similarity of the sterol patterns of three 

strains or species of Aganthamoeba and the phytoflagellate )chromona 

d 	(!alevy 1966. 	'espite the fact that Acanthamoeba grows readily 

in defined media comparatively little is known of its metabolic pathways. 

Neff (1958)'Retch (1 	and Band (1959) have studied its respiration, but 

have not investigated closely the metabolic pathways involved. 'loyd and 

Griffith (1968) have shOwn that isolated A. oaetellannti. aitoehon&ria 

contain PCA cycle enzymes and a conventional cytoebrome complement, and 

Tomlinson (1967) has studied the glyoxylate pathway. 

Amoeba identified as oanthamoeba have been reported as the causative 

agents in a number of fatal human infections. Amoebto meningoencephalitis 

attributed to Aoanthaeceba has heen reported from AmerioaW ( lioott 1968), 

Australia (Fowler and Carter 19(5) and ioheiut& (arva and ova1 1966) and in 



each case infection was traced to contaminated fresh water. T'xperi.-

mental animals have proved susceptible to Infection by some strains of 

Acanthamoeba by intranasal inoculation ((erval 7 ). In no case however 

has a living amoeba of the genus Acantharnoebt '-)een recovered from a fatal 

human infection. 

Species of Acanthamoeba are of interest both as a useful easily 

cultured protozoan for biochemical and physiological studies and as a 

suspected facultative parasite. Some means of distinguishing between 

strains and species of this organism would, therefore be of considerable 

practical use. In view of the difficulties of classifying amoebae by 

morphological criteria, increasing use must be made of biochemical 

characters, and base ratio measurements may provide a satisfactory method. 
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U 	mts im wric 

li-i) The Organism 

The amoeba used routinely in experiments to develop a method for 

extracting DNA was or ginally isolated by Neff from soil in racifto 

Grove, 'aitfornia, who named it Acanthamoeba Sp. Subsequently this 

amoeba was identified as 1!artmannella eastellanit ')ouglas 1930.  Vore 

recently Page (1967) has redefined the genera Narteannella and 

Aoanthamoeba, and the organism is now known as Aoanthmoeba castellanti 

(Douglas 1930)  Neff strain. 

A culture of this organism was obtained from IT ITutner, Haskins 

laboratories, and has been maintained in this laboratory since 1955. 

11-2) Culture 

Amoebae were grown in 4r t!ycologioal peptone (Oxoid) or in 2 

mycological peptone plus either 0GW glucose or 0.09! maltose, !our 

types of culture vessel were used; 15mm x 160mm soe-topped tubes 

(Verre-Chimi,), 50 ml conical flasks, 500 ml flat-bottomed flasks and 51 

flat-bottomed flasks. 

5took oultures were maintained in 5 ml of 4: peptone in the screw-

topped tubes, transfers were made to fresh media at approximately monthly 

intervals,'"hen larger quantities of amoebae were required as tnooula 

for bulk cultures they were grown in 10 ml of 	peptone plus sugar in 

50 ml flasks. Sulk cultures of 250 ml and 1.51 of . peptone plus sugar, 

in 500 ml ana 51 flasks respectively, were stirred with silicone rubber-

covered magnets rotated at 250 rpm by electric stirring motors placed 

under the flasks. All cultures were incubated at 



The metUa were sterilized by autoelaving for 20-30 minutes at 15 psi, 

(120 	Glucose was sterilised separately at convenient concentrations 

for adding to the peptone, the glucose solutions were acidified with 1 

drop of 1N1 before autooladng. 	a1tose was sterilted with the 

peptone. Cultures were inoculated aseptically in a sterile chamber 

fitted with a 30 'stt (3 toot) ultra-violet isap. 

11-3) COUfl'T MD13A1 

Cell numbers were determined from counts made in a ruchs "osenthal 

haemooytomet,r, all the amoebas seen in I mm3  or in 3 MM 3  were counted. 

If the numbers were high only 1 mm was counted. Concentrated 

suspensions were diluted by ltiM or LJ)O before counting. Cultures and 

suspensions were always agitated vigorously before sampling to Itaperee 

the amoebae, which tend to form clumps. 	e results of cell counts 

were always expressed as cells/mm3. 

nulk cultures were harvested when the numbers cf amoebae reached between 

300 and 00/mm3. Cultures at this stage of rowth could be judged by eye, 

but samples were always removed for counting at the time of harvesting. 

moebse were collected in an WSH continuous action rotor, precooled by 

running for 30 minutes at 1,500 rpm and 0°C. A 15cm filter funnel was 

connected by a collar of rubber tubing to a short piece of glass tube 

drawn into a 1 - 2 on diameter jet, the jet was inserted into a length of 

thick welled robber tubing which was connected to the inlet of the rotor. 

This constriction enabled a flow rate of about 500 ml per minute to be 
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maintained independently of the height of the funnel above the rotor. 

The effluent was run via a length of rubber tubing into a bucket on 

the floor. 

The culture was poured into the funnel and allowed to run through 

the rotor, at rotor speeds of 500 - 5,000 rpm and a centrifuge bowl 

temperature of 00C. The oultu' flask was rinsed with about 500 ml 
P O V it CC 

of 0.5% saline and the rinsings werethrough the funnel to flush the 

system. As soon as the outflow ceasel the rotor was run down (hr*ed) 

and taken off. The amoebae collected inside the sediment container as 

a thick sludge and were washed off into the peptone left In the rotor 

bawl by sucking some of the 'peptone up into a 10  ml pipette and blowing 

it out on to the amoeba,. The amoebal suspension was transferred to 

a 500 ml beaker and stirred for a few minutes to disperse the cells. 

The volume of the suspension was measured in a 500 ml measuring cylinder, 

and the suspension was then transferred to weighed 250 ml polypropylene 

centrifuge bottles. The amoebae were pelleted by centrifuging for 

minutes at 3,000 rpm and 0 C, the supernatant was poured off and the 

small amount of residual liquid left was withdrawn with a pipette. 

The bottles were reweighed to determine the weight of amoebae recovered. 

11-5 NA XACTI0N 

5-i 	ts 

There possible all the reagents used were Analar grade or eQuvalent. 

Commonly used solutions such ast saline sodium citrate 	, ethr1ene4iamine 

tetra-soetic ac(d (r4),  irtzma base ('rris) rnd sodium lauryl sulphate 

were made up in concentrated stock solutions and diluted for use. 
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The stock solutions were stored at 1f over a few drops of chloroform. 

water saturated phenol was prepared by dissolving 10 ml of distilled, 

water in 90 grams of phenol and 0.1 gram of e-hyIroxyqutno1ine was added 

to the final solution. The stock solution of phenol was kept at room 

temperature. qolutions of phenol ciuflibrated with extreotant solution 

were prpared by Wing one part by volume of extractent to nine parts by 

weight of phenol for experiments  at room temperature, or one ,art of 

extreota.nt to three of phenol for experiments performed at low temperature. 

The precipitants 2-ethoxyethanol and -methoxyethano1 were di stilled 

over 2.1 diaminophenol before use, and the ethanol was used as a 967 

solution in distilled water. 

5-li. Peeueprts ion and lysis. 

The cell pellet was resuspended in the centrifuge bottle by adding a 

known volume of extractant solution and stirring with e glass rod to 

disperse the packed cells. The volume of extractant added was usually 

equal to twice the weight of peked amoebae. The resuspended amoebae 

were transferred to either a glass-stoppered flask or to a 10t)ml beaker 

containing a stirring magnet. Tf the procedure required it 7,13 was adied 

at this stage from a stock solution of 2 	in distilled water. 

ther methods of 1ts used were homogenisatton and freezing and 

thawing. Amoebae were homogenised at ice bath temperature, in a teflon-

glass homogenieer of 10 ml capacity at top motor speed. (rt , trecia (,,o. 

N.Y.) ?our complete down and up movements of the pestle at this speed 

were sufficient to break over 907 of the amoebae. !'reeeing and thawing 

was used to ly'e the amoebae in the !onigberg and !an4e1 method. The 
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concentrated suspension of amoebae was frosen by immersing the flask in a 

methanol-dry ice freezing mixture then thawing in water at 40C; this was 

repeated once and the ruptured cells were pelleted at 10,000 rpm for 15 

minutes, and the pellet was resuspended in PC. 

5-ill eproteinsatlon 

Chloroform 

A mixture of 20-,1 (v/v) chloroform -eeo.octyl alcohol was used. 

!qua1 volumes of DWA solution and chloroform-octanol were mixed together 

and the mixture was shaken by hand at room temperature for 15-20 minutes. 

The phases were searatod by centrifuging for 10-15 minutes in a small 

bench centrifuge. The upper aqueous phase was recovered, and the 

chloroform and preelpitated protein discarded. 

Phenol 

water saturated phenol was used in an equal volume to the extractant 

solution, the mixture was either shaken or stirred at room temperature for 

) minutes, or, a' in later methods, stirred at 4!. The phases were 

separated using the same conditions employed in the chloroform teohniue. 

?allowing the introduction of low temperature extraction procedures, an 

15E high speed 18 refrigerator centrifuge was used at 12,000 rpm (17,000  x 

g) for 15 minutes at 00. 

5-iv Preclxdtatton of TWA and polysaochsrides. 

a) 2-ethoxyethanol 

The DNA solution was adjusted to 40mg/mi sodium acetate, by the 

addition of the solid salt, and an equal volume of 2-ethoxyethanol was added. 
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b) P1'O:fl5$e 

(,"albiochera grad. T proise was used. A, stock solution of the 

enzyme was prepared containing 5 mg/al pronase in 0.01V Tris and was 

incubated for '0 minutes at 37 C to inactivate any contaminating 

nucleases, then distributed into McCartney bottles and stored at -20 C. 

The stock solution 'mae added to test solutions to give a final pronase 

concentration of 1 mg/ml, and incubated for 2 hours at 37  C. 

5-vi Dialysis 

olut ions were dislyeed in Visking 18/32 tubing against 1-2 litres 

of buffer; usually rrte or 	at 1 . The buffer was stirred with 

a magnetic stirrsr. Malyats was carried out overnight or if necessary 

for 24 hour5 with at least 1 change of buffer. The volume of the 

dialysate was measured before and after dialysis to enable a correction 

to be made for changes of volume during dialysis. 

5-vii voWW Z)NA extraction methods 

hre the extraction procedures were performed exactly as described by 

previous authors, details of the methods have not been given. In the 

preliminary tests, two of the described methods were modified as follows. 

a) LiC1.-!A Vethod 

Packed cells were resuspended in a volume of '),IV 1.1Yi1A — 1M MCI, 

equal to twice their weight and homogenised in a Teflon-glass homogeniser, 

at 0 C. The homogenate was poured immediately into an equal volume of 

phenol containing 0.1 8.by4roxyquinoline and stirred for 20 minutes 

at room temperature. The aqueous phase was recovered by aentrifugeting 

ror 10 L-Irlltes At room teroertture, nt ;op 	e1 in i smrAl bench 
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centrifuge. The solution was treated twice more with phenol, and the 

final solution was shaken with an equal volume of dietbyl ether for 5 

minutes and centrifuged as before. Tho final solution was sampled for 

DNA estimation then precipitated with tso volumes of % ethanol. 

b) Pronase method 

The coil pellet was resuspended in twice its own weight of an extreotant 

solution composed of 0,49 Trio, 0.19 E!A, 2 	and 2mg/mi pronase. 

The lysate was incubated for 2 hours at 37 C then precipitated with 2 

volumes of ethanol, The precipitate was redissolved In SRC (volume 

equal to twice the weight of cells originally used) and deprotetntsed 

twice with chloroform octanol. After deproteinisation Aase was added 

to a final concentration of 20 u g/ml and the solution was incubated for 

2 hours at 37 C, then dtalyse& overnight at l C against 	. The final 

solution was sampled for )NA estimations and precipitated with 2 volumes 

of 96 ethanol. 

il-s) SrPHADEX Ct 	1WPTtON. 

Sepl%adex C-200 was prepared by adding 2 grams of dry gel to lOCal of 

cC and leaving for 3 days at 4.C. After this time the excess 1C above 

the swollen gel wee drawn off with a pasteur pipette and the gel suspension 

was poured into a 30 em 2 ^m 	&Q column fitted with a sintered glass 

plate and clamped off at the bottom. The gel was allowed to settle and 

when a layer of gel 2-3 inches deep had formed the base of the column was 

unol.aeped and the ISIC permitted to drain oft. The column was washed over-

night with SC from a 500 ml aspirator placed a few an above the top of 

the column. Once packed the column was never allowed to run dry, and when 
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not in use was clamped off at too and bottom. 

The column was loaded by disconnecting the aspirator and removing the 

C from above the gel surface with a pipette, the last fraction of a ml was 

allowed to soak into the gel. As soon as the meniscus fell to the gel 

surface the test solution was layered on to the top -f the gel. Great 

care was necessary to avoid disturbing the gel during this ope'ntion, a 

small disc of filter paper of the same diameter as the column fitted snugly 

onto the top of the gel made this step easier. The test solution was 

flowed to soak In and then 11,10 was layered on to the gel almost to the top 

of the oolumn the aspirator was then reconnected. 

2 ml fractions were collected using an Lfl3 fraction collector and 

siphon assembly. The absorbance at 20 m u of each fraction was measured 

on a Beckman M. speotrophotometer. Fractions were collected until either 

the absorbance had fallen to background or until the !)NA containing 

fractions had been recovered. After use the column was washed with at 

least 500 ml of 3C before being re-used. 

11-7) CA1STT1Mtoiri; 	rry cAr't' c117JC.A'r011 

7-1 	reparation of the gradients 

Gradients were prepared by dissolving Analar caesium chloride in 

solutions of 1)Th. in 0.01! 'Tris to give an initial density of 1.725 - 1.730 

9/cm3. 1wo stem, of gradient were used, 15 ml and 4. 5 ml according to the 

rotor being used. 15 ml gradients were prepared by dissolving 14.10AW g of 

CsCl in 10.95 ml of 1)NA solution-4.5 ml gradients by dissolving 	g 

of CsC1 in 3.4 ml of !flA solution. The density was checked by weighing 

1 ml of the solution. Al" wet 'hings were performed to 5 decimal places on 
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a Mettler Semi-micro balance. 

7..11 Centrifugation 

The 15 ml solution was transferred to a 5pinoo cellulose nitrate tube 

Of 50 ml capacity and the rest of the tube was filled up with liquid 

paraffin, leaving no air gap after the cap was fitted. The 4.5 ml 

solution was transferred to an MIST polypropylene centrifuge tube of 10 ml 

capacity, and overlaid with liquid paraffin to within a few mm of the top 

then tightly capped. 

The large tubes were centrifuged in a qpinao 30 rotor on a pinco 

"odel t prepsratjve ultracentrifuge, for 90  hours at 25,000 rpm and 77 

The small tubes were eantrifuged in a 10 x 10 ml angle rotor in an Z$1 

Superepeed 50 or 65 centrifuge for ) hours at 35,000 rpm and 25C. At 

the end of the run the rotor was allowed to decel erate without braking, 

7r the rotor rmns car&uily reiovei 'ron the eentrifup,  

7-1-111 ractiontion 

The tubes were gently removed from the rotor to avoid disturbing the 

gradient, and all handling prior to fraetiort ion was performed slowly 

keeping the tube upright throughout. The tube cap was taren off and the 

tube fitted onto a rubber hung pierced with a hypodermic needle, which was 

connected to 2 syringes through a three-way tap; a 20 ml syringe vertically 

above and a horizontal 1 ml syringe. The two syringes were tightly clamped 

in a retort stand and once the tube was fitted on the hung it too was 

clamped. The 20 ml syringe mae filled with liquid paraffin and the tap 

opened to allow the air compressed in the tube by fitting the bung to escape. 
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The horizontal 1 ml syringe was filled vtth oil from the 20 ml syringe 

(via the three-way tan) and connected to the tube (via the threes-may tap). 

The bottom of the centrifuge tube was pierced with a hypodermic needle, 

and liquid paraffin was injected into the tube from the 1 ml syringe. The 

drops of the gradient displaced by the paraffin were c'liected in glass 

tubes of I ml caaoity, the volume of each fraction rms reintained at 

0,2 ml by controlling the volume of paraffin inject. (F/5s-.,  

The fractions mere diluted ten-fold with distilled water and their 

absorbance at 260 mu was measured on a Beckman DD speetrophotometer. 

ractions containing DNA were recognised by their high absorbance or, if 

sufficient 	was present, by the viscosity of the fractions on 

emergence from the centrifuge tube. The DNA was recovered from the 

fractions either by precipitation with ethanol or by pelleting the DNA 

out of solution by centrifuging the diluted fractions for 16 hours at 
(2.5 °c) 

33,000 rpm and 77  $n the 40 rotor of a Spinco,  yodel L ultracentrifuge. 

The pelleted !NA w redissolved in 0.01 % rrl.s or C and stored at 

4. 0 over a drop of chloroform. 

11- 	A{ATJV'TCAL UL'IA 

The DNA samples used were purified by centrifugation on a CeCi 

gradient. The solution was adjusted to an optical density of approximately 

0. 15 (about 7. 5 u g DNA per ml) and 1. 3'-  g of Cs Cl was aMed to 1 ml of 

DNA solution to give an initial density of 1.74.0 g/cm3. The density was 

determined using a 7eise refractometer with a monochromatic (sodium) light 

source. 	The solutions were centrifuged in an !#S'P analytical ultra- 

oentrifugq for 20 hours at 4.5,000 rpm and 25 C. Ultraviolet abeorbtion 
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photographs were taken when the system was at equilibrium and. the 

negatives were scanned in a Joyce Loebi Thromoeoan densitometer. 

11-9) C0TJOt7!W,..TC PMvTON 

9-i 	)NP Fatimetion 

)NA was estimated by the &tphenylamine reaction, after the method 

of Burton (l96). A modification of Burtone method was used in the 

early experiments to enable the reagent to be used in aqueous solutions, 

tendards containing 0,0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0 ci of a stock 

solution of 53.5 ug deoxyadenosine per ml in distilled water were made up 

to 1.0 ml in 20 ml screw-topped tubes. 1 ml samples of the test 

solution In rIC or 0.01 ! !'ris were plpetted undiluted into screw-topped 

tubes. The reagent was a 1.5' solution of dl.phenylatdne In redistilled 

glacial acetic acid containing 2. 5 concentrated s'1phiric acid. rresh 

reagent was prepared as required and 1 ml of freshly prepared 1. 0 (v/v) 

acetaldehyde was added to each 100 ml of reagent immediately before use. 

2 ml of reagent was added to each tube and the tubes were shaken to mix. 

The tubes were capped and left for 20 hours at 25 C for the colour to 

develop, after 20 hours the absorbance of each aseple at 10 mu was 

measured against the lowest standards as a blank. 

Giles and  VYers (1965) modification of Burtons method was used to 

measure the DNA concentration in unurif led solutions and cell suspensions 

which would otherwise become turbid on the addition of the ilphenylamine 

reagnt. 	Ileeause of its greater sensitivity this method was subsequently 

used for all estimations. 

A known weight or volume of material was taken and washed three times 
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in 	perehionto acH (PM, A). rbghing oontt*i of making the sample tap 

to 10 ml in 7 'PCA oitber by the addition of V PCA to solid watertal or 

by adding an equal volume of l0 PCA to a solution. After thorough 

mixing the precipitate 'was spun down in a bench centrifuge and the 

strnenivtant was removed with a fine tipped pipette. 'rho precipitated 

material was resuspended in W ml of 	PCA and rolleteti twice more, the 

final washed precipitate 'was recuapended in 2 ml of le,,  PCI and heated 

for 30 minutes in a water bath at 70 0. The acid soluble extract was 

recovered after centrifuging the sample for 10 minutes in a bench 

centrifuge and withdrawing the supernatant with a fine tipped pipette. 

The precipitate was r ewtrscted with 0.5 ml of 10 PCA for a further 

30 minutes at 70 C and the extract recovered as before. The two 

extracts were pooled and 2 ml was taken and used in the estimation. 

The reagent was prepared immediately before use by dissolving I grams 

of diphcnyls*itne in 100 ml of redistilled glacial acetic acid., and adding 

I ml of freshly prepared i: (v/v) aqueous aeateid.ehyde. 	stock solution 

of 300 u,/ml leoriadenosine in 10V PCA was prepared as a staniard, a one 

in ten &tlutton of this solution was taken and diluted further by a half 

and a qumrter to give 3 standard solutions containing 30, 15 and 7.5 u g/el 

deoyencsine respectively. "uplioate 20 ml screw-topped tubes were set 

up containing 2 ml of 10 PCA aM 2 ml of each of the standards. An 

equal volume of the reagent was a3e4 to each tube and the tiabes were 

shaken, capped and left for 20 hours at 25°C to develop. The n1sorbanae 

at 595 and 700 mu of each sairple was read against the lowest standard as 

blank. The aboerhance at 700 mu rAs subtracted from that at 5 mu to 

tntmise errors iue to turbidity in the samples, 



¶-i.i INA stimation 

TA was estimated using a Mot1.flontion of VeijbaurA I'3i ) 

orcinol reagent. The samples were aleaya in solution*, and were only 

acid treated in one experiment in which the sample was washed three times 

in Vtrichloracetlo acid and resuspended in 2 ml of water. The 

concentration of RNM was frequently very high and the test solutions had 

to be diluted; the dilution factors chosen varied according to the 

previous treatments given to the test solutions. Untreated solutions 

were diluted by 1/1.00 or 1/50, partially purified solutions by 1/50 or 

1/20 and purified solutions by 1/to or not at p11. The samples were 

set up at 2 ml per tube and standards were prepared in duplicate at 0, 

2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 ug  D ribose per ml, also at 2 ml per tube. 

The orotnol reagent was prepared by 4issolving 0 	rams of ferric 

chloride in 50 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid (specific gravity 

1.18, 1 gram of orcinol was addad and the solution was made up to 100 ml 

with {Cl. 1 ml of reagent was added to each tube, and the tubes were 

heated in a boiling eater bath for 10  minutes. After heating the tubes 

were allowed to cool for 10 to 15 minutes and were read at 670inu against 

the lowest standard as a blank. 

5-111. Polysneeharida eati tion (io3rrnsch 1951.) 

The sample dilution factors used in polysaocharide estimations were 

the same as those employed in PNA estimations. 1 ml nliquots of teat 

solution were pipetted out, and standards containing 0.0, 20.0, k0.0 and 

eo.o ug/ml glucose were set up in duplicate. 

The reagent was prepared by dissolving I gram of anthrone in I litre 
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of concentrated sulphurte acid diluted with 20 ml of distilled mater. 

The acid was cooled on ice as the water was added, 6 ml of the reagent 

was added to each tube, and since the enthrone solution was very viscous 

this was done by squirting the reagent into the tubes from a 10 ml syringe 

so as  to give rapid and thorough mixing. 

The tubes wer, heated for 20 minutes at 80 C, cooled on too and 1,--ft 

for 30 minutes exactly in the dark to develop. The absorbance of each 

sample wee measured at 620 mu against the lowest standard as a blank. 

-iv Protein estimation 

Proteins were estimated by the method of Lowry, !osenbrough, Farr 

and Pandall (1951). 5tock solutions of 0.2N 10T, 4( (w/v) ? 2CO3, Z 

(w/v) sodium potassium tartrate and3 (w/v) uS01 
4. 

were made up, and for 

each estimation 100 ml N80 0  100 ml T 2f0, 2 ml sodium potassium tartrate 

and 2 ml Cu04  were mixed, in that order, to form solution A. 

A standard solution containing 200 ug/mi bovine serum albumin (sigma, 

rsctton v) was prepared and aliquots were diluted to give solutions 

containing 0.0, 90,0,  100.0 and 200.0 ug/mi. 	hzplicate 0.5 ml samples 

were taken from each standard solution, and pipetted into test tubes. 

0.5 ml samples of test solution were also pipette4 out. 5 ml of solution 

A was added to each tube and the tubes were left for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. 0.5 ml of a 1/3 dilution of ?Olin and Ciooalteup reagent 

(, Ltd.) was added to each tube and the tubes were shaken and left a 

further 30 minutes in the dark, to develop. The optical density of each 

sample was measured at 6(0 ' u using the lowest standards as a blank. 
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III 11flNT9 AN!) 	ST'!LTS 

111-1 1XPTh1NTS ON T", rMPATISM  

1-i The growth rate of A,2astçllanii under the three different culture 

conditions used. 

In order to standardise as far as possible the pellets of amoebae 

prepared for experimental use it was important to harvest the cultures 

at a known point on the growth curve. Further it was essential that the 

experiments should be performed on active amoebae and not on abnormal or 

pro-cystic forms. Accordingly the growth rate of the amoebae was 

investigated under the three different culture conditions used, to 

discover at which point on the growth curve the maximum number of amoebae 

could be obtained. 

Cultures of 1,500  ml,  250  ml and. 10 ml of peptone'gluoose medium were 

inoculated from a 10 ml culture to give an initial count of approximately 

10 amoebae, mm • The three cultures were incubated at 25 C and samples 

were taken aseptically every 24 hours for counting. Sampling was 

continued until the numbers of amoebae reached approximately 10 /ml. 

Duplicate counts were taken from each sample and the log of the mean of 

the two counts was plotted against time. 

The growth curves in the three different cultures are shown in fig.l. 

In the two stirred cultures the amoebae increased exponentially, with a 

mean generation time of 23 hours, up to a density of 300 - 4.00 amoebae/mm3. 

Thereafter the growth rate decreased and when the numbers of amoebae 

increased beyond 700-800/mm3  a large number of abnormal or encysted amoebae 

were seen. The small 10 ml culture exhibited a faster growth rate, the 

mean generation time was only 14 hours, but the rapid phase of growth ceased 
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at a cell density of approxinate1y 200/mm3, and the final density of 

amoebae was lower than that in the stirred cultures. 

From these results it was established that the optimum period for 

harvesting stirred cultures was when the numbers of amoebae reached 

between 300 and 600/mm3. Outside these limits the yiolde of amoebae 

would be either unecessarily low or would contain too high a proportion 

Of abnormal or eniysted amoebae. 

1-ti The effect of agitation on cultures of A. oasteflanil. 

"fhen acanthamoebee are grown in agitated cultures many of the cells 

tend to become multinueleate (Band and Machemer 1963).  e3inoe the 

presence of multinuoleate amoebae would have a profound effect on the 

DNA content of the amoebae, the extent to which stirring induced multi-

nucloarity in A. eastellanti was investigated, 

Three cultures were inoculated exactly as before, and samples were 

taken for amoebae counts and nuclei/cell counts every 24 hours. A drop 

of culture was placed on a clean grease free slide and a coveralip was 

pressed gently on it so as to flatten the amoebae. The preparation was 

examined under phase contrast and the number of nuclei in each of the 

first 40 amoebae seen were counted. 

The distribution of uninuoleate and multinucleate amoebae in the 

cultures examined are shown in fig. 2. The amoebae grown in the 

stationary culture remained uninuoleate, but the amoebae in the two 

stirred cultures contained a high proportion of multinucleate forms 

within 72 hours of inoculation. 

Although the number of amoebae examined in each sample was small the 
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results showed that up to half the amoebae in a stirred culture could 

be inultinucleate at the time of harvesting. Unfortunately the factors 

causing multinuolearity are not known, and the accurate prediction of 

the exact degree of multinuclearity to be found under standard culture 

conditions cannot be readily made. Further, the precise effect of multi-

nuclearity on the cell is unknown. Because of these uncertainties no 

attempts were made to ?lebermine their effect on the DNA. content of the 

cell to be measured in later experiments, but the fact that a high 

proportion of the amoebae were multinuoleate was noted. 

1-ill Wet and dry weight per cell determinations 

To describe quantitatively the efficiency of the extraction methods 

it was necessary to establish a means of measuring the quantity of amoebae 

being used, and the amount of DNA which this quantity of amoebae contained. 

Since it had been shown that amoebae grown in stirred cultures tended to 

become multinucleate, weight of amoebae would be a more accurate measure-

ment than numbers. Determinations were made of the wet and dry weight 

per amoeba, prior to attempting to establish a relationship between 

numbers, weight and DNA. content. 

A oefl pellet was prepared as described in Section 11-4, and washed 

twice in mbbk approximately 200 ml of 0.% saline the amoebae were 

dispersed in the saline then peileted at 3,000 rpm for 5 minutes. 

After washing the amoebae were resuspended in distilled water to a known 

volume and 0.1 ml samples were removed and made up to 10 ml with 0.5 - 

sa1in; duplicate counts were made on each sample to determine the 

numbers of amoebae per ml of the original suspension. 
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eplioate 5 ml alicuots of the concentrated amoeba suspension were 

pipetted. into 10 ml conical centrifuge tubes and centrifuged. for 10 

minutes in a small bench centrifuge. The supernatant was discarded 

and 1 ml of distilled water was added to each tube, the pellets were 

resuspended and pipetted into weighed aluminium foil beakers. The 

filled beakers were re-weighed to give the wet weight per amoebae then 

dried to constant weight over calcium chloride in a vacuum dessicator. 

This experiment was repeated - 	once m're, and with the omission of 
. Fv rAcr 

the wet weight dotenninntion 1  t ,  :n i. 	The dried amoebae produced in 

these experiments were scraped out of the beakers, ground thoroughly 

in a mortar and pestle, and stored over calcium chloride in a vacuum 

dessioator. The samples in each experiment were combined, but the 

combined samples produced from each experiment were kept separate. 

The aluminium foil beakers used in these experiments were made by 

pressing a 5 cm square of foil in an aluminium diet the finished 

beakers weighed between 70 and 80 mg and had a capacity of approximately 

2 ml. 

The results of the 4 experiments are shown in table 1. The amoebae 

used in all the determinations were grown under the standard culture 

conditions. The large differences in weight per amoeba as measured in 

the first two and the last two experiments cannot be readily explained, 

It was possible that the amoebae used in the last two experiments were 

much larger than those used in the preceeding experiments, but this was 

not noticeable microscopically. 
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Table 1 

Expt. NO. 

1 

2 

3 

"ret weight/cell 

1.50 x 108g. 

1.55 x 10 8g. 

ry weight/cell 

1.29 x 10 9g. 

1.27 x 10 9g. 

2.62 x 10 98. 

2.1]. x 10 9g. 

(Full data are given in Appendix I) 

1-iv Determination of the DNA content per amoeba. 

Although the variable results obtained in the previous experiments 

made it unlikely that a satisfactory relationship would be established 

between numbers of amoebae, weight and DNA content, the amount of DNA 

per amoeba was determined in an attempt to correlate weight of amoebae 

and DNA content. 

DNA was estimated using Giles and Myers modification of the 

diphenylamine reagent, described in Section 11-9-1. Two types of 

material were used; the dried amoebae prepared as described in the 

previous experiment, and concentrated suspensions of living amoebae 

prepared from freshly harvested cultures. 

a) DNA content of dried amoebae. 

Approximately 50mg of dried amoebae was weighed out accurately in 

a small aluminium foil beaker. The sample was transferred to a graduated 

10 ml conical glass centrifuge tube by pressing the beaker gently into the 

top of the tube, piercing the bottom of the beaker with a pointed glass rod 
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and washing the sample into the tube with 57 PCA. The volume of PCA 

was made up to 10 ml (using the graduations on the tube, and the sample 

was then subjected to the standard procedure already described. 

b) INIA content of suapensionc of amoebae 

Amoebae in suspension were sampled and counted, usually at a 

dilution of 1/10. A known volume of the suspension was taken and 101,11  

PCA was added to give a final concentration of 57 PCA. The precipitate 

was spun down and the supernatant discarded, the precipitated material 

was then taken and treated as described. Table 2a shows the results 

of the determinations of the DNA content per unit weight of dried amoebae. 

The amount of DNA per mg. of dried amoebae is not constant as was expected, 

but varies from 0.26 ug up to 0.53 ug/mg thy cells. If, however, these 

results are expressed as ug DNA per dried amoeba, the amount of DNA per 

amoebae is constant between 0.68 x 10_6  ug and 0.70 x 0 6  ug/dried 

amoeba. This suggests that the differences observed in the dry weight 

per amoeba in the experiments in 1-iii are due to an external cause and 

are not attributable to changes in the amoebae, since the DNA content of 

the "heavy" amoebae is half that of the "light" amoebae. 

The DNA content per amoeba as determined from fresh amoebae table 2b, 

agrees with the results obtained using dried amoebae. The difference 

between amoebae from stationary cultures and from stirred cultures, 

approximately two fold, is of the order expected from the data on multi-

nuolearity obtained in earlier experiments. There is a greater spread 

in the results compared to those obtained from dried amoebae, this may be 

due to the greater accuracy of weighing compared to pipetting. 
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A satisfactory re1tionship could not be established between 

numbers and weight of amoebae and DNA content. Such a relationship 

would depend primarily on a constant weight:DNA ratio, and it was found 

that weight per amoeba could vary by a factor of 2. Fven though this 

variation may have been an artifact, the method of growing and collecting 

the amoebae used for the determination of dry weights is the same as that 

used for preparing amoebae for DNA extraction, hence the weight of the 

packed amoebae cannot be used as an accurate measure of their DNA content. 

DNA/mg dried amoebae. Table 2a 

Sample' 

3- 

2 

3 

4. 

ug DNA/mg dry cells 

0.53 

0,53 

0,26 

0.33 

'eight/dry cell 

1.29 x 10 99. 

1.27 x 10 9g. 

2,62 x 10 99. 

2.11 x 10"9 9. 

DNA/cell 

0.69 x 10ug 

0.67 x 10-6  us 

0.68 x 10 6ug 

0.70 x 10 6ug 

Sample numbers refer to experiments from which samples were obtained - 

see Pablo 1 Sec. 1-iii. 

" DNA concentration in terms of ug deoxyadenosine standard, these values 

should be multiplied by b-€ to give true "NA oonoentrattoo. 

Table 2b 	DNA/live amoeba. 

Type of culture 

Stationary 

Stirred 

ug DNA/amoeba 

0.30 x  io-6 
0.28 x 10-6 

0.74. x 10 6  
0.86 x 10-6  

Pull data for both tables are given in Appendix 2. 
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111-2 EXTRA.CTTON OF DNA FROM A. CASTTLLANTI. 

111-2-1 Survey of extraction methods 

Various methods for extracting DNA from cells and tissues have been 

described. A common feature of all these methods is the rupture of the 

cells to release their contents into solution followed by the separation 

of the DNA from the oontaminting PNA, protein and polysaccharides. The 

differences between methods lie in the composition of the medium in which 

the cells are lysed, and the nature of the treatments used to separate the 

DNA. The success of the first step, release of DNA, can be crudely 

assessed by noting the viscosity of the solution and the nature of the 

precipitate fanned in alcohol, since viscous solutions and a fibrous 

precipitate in alcohol are characteristic of und.egraded DNA. 

In the first instance therefore several of the described methods were 

tested exactly as reported; the methods used and the reagents and first 

steps employed in these methods are shown in Table 1. Tn addition to 

noting the viscosity of the solutions and the nature of the alcoholic 

precipitate the DNA in the final solution was estimated using the 

diphenylamine reaction (Sec.11-9-i) 
	

The results of the extraction 

experiments are given in Table 2. 

Of all the methods tested only one, xirbys dithiocarbamate method, 

yielded a viscous DNA solution which gave a fibrous precipitate in 

ethanol. Accordingly this method was adopted as the standard preparative 

procedure. 



Table 1. 

Ref. 	Resuspension medium 

1 2TI,  sucrose in S3C, 
1mg/mi pronase 

2 0.4i 	Trio, O.1M 11YrA 
2mg/mi pronase 

3 0.15M NaCl, O.1M EA 
1M NaC104  

4. 1M LW1, 0.01M EDTA 

5 

Lysiø ')eproteinisat ion 

$ SM. digestion at 37 C, 
phenol. 

2. 5r, SLI digestion at 37 C, 
dialysis. 

2. 5r, !MS chloroform 
60c 

homogenised SO phenol 

freeze and 	9O phenol 
thaw. 2. 55 
SLS. 

6 	0.4.M naphthalene 	 90 phenol 
1.5 disuiphonate 

7 	O.4M p-amino salloylate 	 - 	¶O phenol 

8 0.3M Na diethy].dithio- 	 - 	9 phenol 
oarbamate, 
0-0159 phenolphthalein 
dIphosphate 

References. 

1 • 	Berne and Thomas 1965 

2, See suo. IT 5-viib) 

Marmur 1961 

See ues TI 5-vila) 

Mandl and 9onigberg 196 

Kirby 1957 

Kirby 1959 

Kirby 1962 



Table 2. 

Ref I Method ug DNA reeGvered Viscosity of Ppt in 
(as table 1) per gms amoeba* solution. ethanol. 

Used. 

I. Berns & Thomas 24. 0 flocculent 

2, See TI 5.-viib) 36 0 flocculent 

3. !Iarir 27 0 flocculent 

4. r, 5.-vita) 25 0 flocoulent 

5. Mandel & T1ongbrg 42 0 flocculent 

6. Kirby 17 0 flocculent 

7. Kirby 14. 0 flocculent 

S. Kirby 18 Viscous fibrous 
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111-2-2 Purification experiments, 

2-1. Icirby's Method. 

The method originally described by Kirby is, briefly, as fo11ow. 

The amoebae are resuspended in a volume of dithiocarbamate and phenol-

phthalein diphosphate solution equal to twice their packed weight and 

mixed quickly with an equal volume of 9WL,  phenol containing O. V-- 8-

hydroxyquino].jne and stirred for 30 minutes at room temperature. The 

phases are separated by low speed centrifugation and the upper aqueous 

phase is collected and precipitated with 2-ethoxyethanol. The redissolved 

precipitate in then treated with NAase and with 2-methoxyethanol. 

In order to test the efficiency of this procedure a sample of DNA 

was extracted and purified exactly as described in the original method. 

The NA, NA and polysacoharide concentration was estimated following the 

various treatments. The protocol and results of this experiment are 

shown in fig.l. The aqueous phase of the extraction mixture was 

Precipitated with 2-ethoxyethanol and as much of the precipitate as possible 

was spooled out on a glass rod, the remaining precipitate was spun down at 

500 x g for 5 minutes. Both the precipitates were redissolved in C and 

dialysed to remove low molecular weight contaminants from the extraction 

mixture. The two solutions were then treated identically. 

The purification treatments advocated in Kirby's method were 

effective in that approximately 90 of the contaminants were removed. 

The total amount of DNA in the final solution however, was extremely small, 

too small to be of any practical use. Spooling was effective in separating 

precipitated DNA f1bes from the precipitated contaminants, but only to a 



Fig. 1. 

amoebae in 
24m3. extraotant 
and 24.ml phenol. 
Centrifuged. 

17m1 supernatant 
ppt'd 17m1 
ethoxyethano]. 

All possible fibres 
spooled out, 
remainder spun down. 
Both redissolved in 
3m1 SSC, kept 	 Spooled DA 	 Spun DNA 
separate and treated 	 r- 
identically, as below 	RMA 	Polyse 	DNA 	RNA 	Polyse 	DNA 

Dialysed 	 7.5mg 11.8mg - 8.9ng 13.21ag - 

20ug/m]. RNMee 
24 hours at 4. C 

ppt'd ethanol 
redissolved 
3m1 water 

ppt'd 
methoxyothanol 
dialyzed. 	 687ug 	306ug 33ug 1020ug 	674.ug 	38ug 
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limited extent, and caused. a 50 lose of DNA. The most likely causes 

for the failure of this method. were, 1) the DNA concentration ras too 

low at the beginning of the experiment and U) the methods used to 

remove the contaminants after the treatments were inadequate. 

2.-11 Chloroform cleproteinisation, amylase digestion and repeated 'NA.ase 

treatments as a means of purification. 

In view of the failure of experiment 2-1, a more rigorous purification 

procedure was designed and tested on a more concentrated solution of DNA. 

Chloroform deproteinisation was introduced to remove proteins which might 

interfere with the enzymatic digestions or the estimation techniques. 

Amylase digestion was substituted. for 2-methoxyethanol precipitation, 

since amylase should reduce the polysaccharides to oligossocharides which 

could be removed by dialysis. The qNAase treatment was retained, but 

two treatments were given to try to increase the percentage of 1'NA 

removed. As before the progress of purification was followed by estimating 

the DN1, DNA, protein and polysaccharide content of the solution after 

each trertment. 

The DNA was extracted. from 10 grams of amoebae as described in 

experiment 2-1. The aqueous extract was sampled for estimations of DNA, 

1'NPt, protein and polysaooharid.e, and then deproteinised with chloroform 

three times. The solution was again sp.mpled and then treated 
C  

enzymatically as shown in fig.2. ThATiase  used in this experiment 

was prepared from saliva by mixing equal quantities of saliva and 

distilled water and centrifuging the mixture for 15 minutes at 500 x g 

to obtain a clear solution. 1 ml of the solution was used. to 10 ml of 



	

Protein 	RNA 	Polysac 	1NA 

	

37.8mg 	39. 9mg 	94 9m : 504ug 

	

3.0mg 	25.4mg 	57.2mg 	278ug 

Fig. 2. 

Treatment 	 Proportions of contaminants 
(total amounts present) 

Supernatant from 
extraction mixture 
(untreated) 

)eproteinised x 3 
chloroform 

Incubated with 
amylase 60 mins 
at 37 C 

Dialysed 

Incubated with 
20ug/ml TWAse 

= 6O min at37C 
Dialysed 

Incubated with 
2Oug/ml RWMse 
60 min at 37C 
Dialysed 

25.4mg 	43.8mg 

- 	8.4mg 
	

13.1mg 

2elmg 	 5.0mg 
	

9.4.mg 	179ug 

Percentage 
9 
	

64' removed 



the DNA solution. 

The protocol and results of this experiment are shown in fig.2. 

Samples of 2.5 ml were taken for the respective estimations after each 

treatment, and the results have been corrected for the effects of the 

decrease in volume caused by sampling. 

The percentage removal of contaminants recorded in this experiment 

was very similar to that recorded in experiment 2-1. But, despite the 

greater quantity of DNA present in the initial solution and the repeated 

1NAase and dialysis treatments the ratio of DNA to contaminants in the 

final solution was the same as that obtained in the first experiment, and 

was little better than that of the original solution. The results of 

this and the preoeeding experiment had shown that the purification 

treatments used were incapable of removing sufficient of the contaminants 

to yield a pure DNA solution. There is no cvidence to suggest why these 

methods have failed, though the initial concentration of the contaminants 

may have been unusually high. 

2-111 Sephadex Gel filtration. 

The methods used to remove the products of the enzymatic treatments 

in the previous experiments (alcohol precipitation and dialysis) only 

separate low molecular weight compounds. The possibility that the poor 

results obtained in experiments i) and 11) were due to the inefficient 

separation of the products of the enzyme treatments was investigated using 

Sephadex gels. Sephadex C- - 200 gels separate molecules of below 200,000 

molecular weight from those of a greater size, and should therefore, permit 

the removal of degradation products too large for separation by dialysis. 

This property of Sephadex was used to investigate the efficiency of the 
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dialysis treatments employed in experiment 2-11. 

A 2 ml sample of the final solution obtained in experiment 2-11 

was loaded onto a Sephadex G - 200 column and eluted. with SSC as described 

in TT - 6. 2 ml fractions were collected and the absorbance at 260 mu of 

each fraction was measured. The fractions of high absorbanoe representing 

the two absorbanoe peaks were pooled and their DNA, NA and polysacoharid.e 

content was estimated. 

The elution profile, fig. 3, showed two absorbanee peaks. The 

first peak was composed of solutes that were excluded from the gel, i.e. 

were above 200,000 molecular weight, the second larger peak eluted later 

and contained the lower molecular weight solutes which had been impeded 

by entering the gel. Analysis of the two peaks showed that a large 

amount of RNA and polysaccharide was located in the second peak, 

representing degradation products that dialysis had failed to remove. 

DNA could only be detected in the first absorbanoe peak. 

Iii a) Preparative purification by Sephadex gel filtration. 

Sephadex gel filtration was found to be greatly superior to dialysis 

as a means of removing the degradation products of enzymatic treatments. 

A second experiment was performed to test the effectiveness of this 

technique when applied to larger scale preparations. 

A sample of DNA was prepared from 5 grams of amoebae and treated 

with Nkase and 2-methoxyethanol under the standard conditions described 

in Section II. The entire yield of DNA was dissolved in 5 ml of SSC and 

loaded onto a Sephadex G - 200 column and eluted. with SSC as described. 

2 ml fractions were collected and the absorbance at 260 mu of each fraction 
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was measured. The fractions comprising the first absorbance peak were 

pooled and the DNA precipitated with alcohol, spun down and redissolved 

in 1 ml of SSC. This solution was then re-run on the same $ephadex 

column, 2 ml fractions being collected and read as before. The high 

absorbance fractions were pooled and sampled for MA, 1NA and poly-

saccharide estimations. 

The elution profile obtained after the first cycle on Sephadex 

showed the first DNA containing peak as a shoulder on the very large 

second. peak. This was due to the presence of an enormous excess of 

low molecular weight contaminants with a wide distribution of molecular 

size, merging with the smaller DNA containing peak. (fig. 41) When 

the material in the small peak was re-run on Sephadex the elution 

Profile (fig. 41) showed a single absorbance peak, which eluted in 

the same volume as before, containing high molecular weight solutes. 

The purity of the DNA recovered from this peak was greater than that 

achieved by any other procedure yet tested. 

Although the purity of the DNA prepared in this experiment surpassed 

that achieved by any other procedure, the total amounts of NA and 

polysaccharide present still exceeded that of the DNA. While it was 

possible to repeat the RN.Aase and 2-methoxyethanol treatments and the 

ophadex filtration two or more times until an acceptable level of 

contamination was reached, such prolonged treatments would inevitably 

reduce the final yield of DNA. 7mven after a single treatment 5 grams 

of amoebae only yielded 69 ug of DNA, whereas the weight per cell and 

DNA per cell determinations indicated that 5 grams of amoebae should 

yield in the order of 300 ug of DNA. 
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2-tv Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation. 

Preparative caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation was 

tested as an alternative means of purification to the unsuccessful chemical 

treatments. The advantage of this method over those so far tested was 

that density gradient centrifugation separates ')NA from contaminants 

spatially and without developing degradation products. 

The DNA was extracted from 10 grams of amoebae, as described and the 

unpurified solution was precipitated with ethanol and redissolved in 11 ml 

of 0.01! Pris, 10.95 ml of this solution was added to 	grams of 

CsC1 to give a solution with a density of 1.715g/om3.  The solution was 

centrifuged and the gradient fractionated as described in Section TT-7- 

The absorbance at 20 mu of each fraction was measured, and the 

fractions comprising the single absorbance peak (fig-5)  were pooled. 

precipitated with ethanol and redissolved. in SSC. Samples of this 

solution were taken for estimations of its DNA, PM and polysacoharide 

content. 

The results of this experiment showed that a clear separation of 

DNA from RNA and polysaccharide had been obtained (fig.5 and table 3) 

There was however a still large concentration of contaminants, especially 

RNA. The high base line on the absorbance profile indicated that the 

DNA preparation used contained a considerable amount of low molecular 

weight debris. Such debris could contain PIMA and polysaccharides which 

would contribute to the contamination of the DNA. A second centrifugation 

would undoubtedly give a much purer DNA. peak, but the yield of DNA 

obtained was too low to permit the practical use of this technique. 

The degrees of purification achieved by the various techniques tested 
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are summarised in table l. The data in this table have been scaled to 

a DNA concentration of 0.5 mg/ml to facilitate comparisons between 

experiments. The ratios of DNA :RNA and DNA polyaaocharide are with 

one exception all less than 1, and in the first 2 experiments the final 

solution is scarcely more pure than the original unpurified solution. 

Prom these results it was concluded that the purification methods 

tested were not adequate for removing the contaminants from solutions of 

DNA prepared from Acanthamoeba by T(irby's dithiocarbamato method. 

Table 3 
The purity of DNA after OC1 centrifugation 

Total amount of - Patio— 
RNA Polysac. DNA: RNA DI'TA:Po1y, 

39 ug 60 ug 11 ug 1 	: 	1.5 1 	0.3 

- 



Table 4 

rer'ree of purificatton achLev&. by the methoas tete1 

Apt. vreatment Poly& IMINA )\. Po1y 
No. 

I 'nys 0.5 10.2 OR 09 
& 

1. t)ptn. 0.5 1..O 9.0 120 1,18 

II. 9f05 'i.C) 26.1 INS 152 

III Fopholex 05 1.7 5.3 10 

0.5 2./i  10.0 15 1,20 

iv ri. 0. 5 0,8 0.1.5 11.5 1,0.3 
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111-3 Modified DNA extraction method. 

The unsatisfactory results obtained in the purification experiments 

could be traced to two major def'ficienoiee in the extraction procedure 

being used; the yield of DNA was too low and excessive amounts of PNA 

and polysacoharidee were being released with the DNA. Since dithic-

carbamate and phenolphthalein diphosphate were the only two salts found 

to be capable of releasing highly polymerised DNA from A.oasteflanii 

attempts were made to improve the extraction procedure whilst still 

retaining the use of these two salts. A series of experiments was 

carried out to test the effect on the percentage yield of DNA of various 

modifications to the original extraction procedure. In performing these 

experiments the experimental routine was kept as constant as possible and 

the age of the cultures used, the conditions and timing of resuspension 

and lysis, and the methods of sampling were carefully controlled. The 

total amount of DNA in the amoebal pellet used in each experiment was 

determined by making the initial amoeba suspension up to a known volume 

and estimating, by Giles and Myers method, the DNA content of 10 ml 

aliquots of this suspension. 

in the original method the extraction mixture was shaken with 901/1  

phenol containing 0.1' 8-hy&roxyquinoline; to lessen the shearing forces 

on the DMA at this stage stirring at 250  rpm was substituted for shaking. 

At the same time the use of phenol containing 8-hydroxyquinoline was 

discontinued in favour of phenol equilibrated with extractant solution. 

These two modifications were adopted on purely theoretical grounds and 

were not tested experimentally. 
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3-1 The effect of low temperature on DNA extraction. 

The simplest modification, and that most likely to lead to an 

increased yield was to perform the entire extraction procedure at 4°C. 

To test this, two parallel extractions were carried out, at room temper- 
0 

attire and at 4 C. 

Two identical pellets of amoebae were prepared by hcbing, (after 

sampling for DNA estimation), the concentrated suspension of amoebae 

collected from the continuous action rotor, and pelleting the amoebae 

from each half at 3,000 rpm as described. The test pellet was 

resuspended in twice its own weight of ice-cold extraotant solution and 

stirred into an equal volume of 75 phone]. at 4 
0
C. The mixture was 

stirred for 30 minutes at 400. The control pellet was resuspended in 

twice its own weight of extractant and stirred with an equal volume of 

Z phenol at room temperature for 30 minutes. 

The phases were separated in both extraction mixtures by centri-

fugation at 500 x g for 10 minutes at room temperature. The supernatants 

were collected and their DNA content was estimated. 

The results, table 5, showed that the cold extraction gave a doubled 

yield of DNA in the supernatant. 

Table 5. 

eight 
aioebae 

ot-1 
recovered 

7 
yield 

'-loom temp. 5.8g 3 	U 10 3u 26 

4 0 5. Pr 386ug 2)i4ug 63 
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3-11 The effect of the detergent 	on DA extraction. 

1ar1ier experiments had shown that the detergent SLS was effective 

In lysing amoebae and producing a very viscous lysate. The viscosity 

was rapidly lost in these experiments because the salts used did not 

inhibit nucleases. In the presence of dithiocarbamate and phenolphthalein 

diphosphate however, lysl.s with SLS should produce a lysate which retained 

its viscosity and which could be deprotelnised with phenol to leave a 

concentrated solution of 1)NA. 

A DNA extraction was carried out in which the amoebae were resuspended 

in ice-cold extractant and lysed with the addition ofLS to a final 

concentration of 2.5. As soon as the increased viscosity of the lysate 

was apparent an equal volume or cold phenol was added and the mixture was 

stirred for 30 minutes at 4°C. The phases were separated by centrifuging 

for 10 minutes at 500 x g and room temperature. The supernatant was 

recovered and its DNA content estimated. 

One effect of the SLS was to impart a white cloudy appearance to the 

extraction mixture rhich persisted in both phases after centrifugation. 

A second extraction was performed in exactly the same way as the first 

except that the phases were separated by centrifuging for 15 minutes at 

17,000 x g and 0°C to remove the cloudiness caused by the SLS. The results 

of the two experiments are shown in table 6. 

rh1e 6. 

Thight 
a-oehcie 

Petal 
71TTh. recovered yield 

500 g i,.5g 15ug 1 5u 9.0 

7,000g 7. 0,F, 399ur, Y(.0u 11.0 
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The addition of SLS to the extraction mixture caused a reduction 
0.t roc... 

in the percentage yield of approximately 50 	This result was found in 

both experiments and was clearly not a result of the increased centrifuge 

speeds. A possible explanation for this large decrease was that stirring 

was not sufficiently vigorous to mix the phenol with the very viscous 

aqueous phase, in which event unbroken masses of lysate might be lost on 

o entrifugat ton. 

3-iia) The effect of shaking the extraction mixture with SLS. 

To investigate the possibility that stirring was not mixing 

thoroughly the phenol and aqueous phases, two extractions were carried 

out in which the extraction mixture was shaken, instead of stirred, at 

4.00. In all other respects the conditions used in this experiment were 

the same as those employed in experiment 3-11. The supernatants were 

separated at 17,000 x g and their DNA contents estimated. 

The results, table 7, showed that shaking the extraction mixture did 

increase the yield of DNA, but only to 3O. The effect of the SL3 was 

therefore to affect the solubility of the DNA rather than to interfere 

with the dispersion of the two phases of the extraction mixture. 

Table 7. 

eight Total TIA 
amoebae DNA recove-ed yield 

608ug 152u 24 

7.3g 397ug 11 Pug 30 
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3-111 The effect of re-extraction of the phenol phase. 

In experiment 3-1 a yield of 60 of the total DNA was obtained, 

In the absence of SLS1 Since it was improbable that SLS was degrading 

the DNA it was assumed that the DNA was intact in the phenol phase. 

An attempt was therefore made to recover this DNA from the phenol phase 

by re-extracting the phenol with fresh extractant solution. 

A DNA extraction was carried out dnder the standard conditions used 

in experiment 3-11. After the supernatant had been seprrated by centri-

fugation at 17,000  x g, the phenol phase was re-extracted by stirring for 

a further 30 minutes with an equal volume of cold extractant solution, 

without 51,5. The phases were again separated at 17,000 x g and samples 

of both first and second supernatants were estimated for DNA. This 

experinent was repeated with the substitution of shaking for stirring, 

since it hal been shown that shaking led to a higher yield of DNA in 

the aqueous phase. 

e-extraotion of the phenol phase failed to increase,the yield of 

DNA, (Table 8). The bulk of the DNA was clearly not soluble under the 

conditions used in this experiment, and remained in the phenol phase. 

The fact that the DNA remained insoluble, even in the absence of 515, 

supports the view that the effect of SLS is to render the DNA insoluble. 

"able P. 

'eight Total VA recovered recovered. 
amoebae T 	:/ 	TI /TT T 	/q 	rr 

f
aken C7u; 

tler1 

 10u 32 

7(, !6uC Cu 11 C 
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3-iv The distribution of DMA within the extraction system. 

In order to examine further the state of the DNA in the phenol 

a series of experiments was carried out in which the phenol as well as 

the supernatant was sampled and estimated for DNA. The modified 

extraction procedure used in experiment 3-11 was followed. Then 

sampling the phenol phase for DNA estimation, all the phenol was taken 

and extracted three times with non-anhydrous ether, the whole of the 

resulting precipitate was then treated with PC.A in the usual way. 

Three experiments were carried out, in the first experiment a skin-

like precipitate was noted between the phenol and aqueous phases, this 

was included in the phenol phase. Apart from a small gritty pellet at 

the bottom of the centrifuge tube no other solid material was found in 

the phenol phase. In the second and third experiments the interfacial 

precipitate was sampled separately. 

The results of the three experiments are given in table 9. 

Table 9. 

e'ht 
oeiac. 

'c)tal 
'\ 

 
measured 
otal 	A  

T/ heno1 

3Ou 37 31,z- 16 - 

5.Og - 165u 1 9211 3 1 	93 

TTT 7.flg 104ug 181u 14 

f'ercentage of the total measured DTh found in each phase. 

The interfacial layer, (referred to subsequently as the interface), 
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contained up to 	of the total DNA detected in the extraction system. 

Before centrifugation the extraction mixture was homogeneous, which 

suggests that the interface formed during centrifugation by the coalescence 

of precipitated material dispersed throughout the phenol. The amount of 

material In the interface was far larger than the 200-300ug  of DNA it was 

known to contain, the nature of this material was unknown. It was clear, 

however, that the effect of L' was to precipitate the DNA together with 

some other cellular component. 

3-v 	The conditions necessary for interface formation. 

The action of SLS in precipitating DNA was investigated more fully 

by carrying out four parallel extractions from which dithiocarbamate, 

phenolphthalein diphosphate and SLS were omitted in turn. 

A concentrated suspension of amoebae was collected from the 

continuous action rotor, and after sampling for DNA estimations was 

split into 4.  equal parts, which were spun down to give four pellets of 

amoebae. The control pellet was resuspended in the standard extractant 

solution and lysed with ST,S. The test pellets were extracted under 

standard conditions but in the absence of either SL, dithiocarbamate 

or phenolphthalein diphosphate. All four extraction mixtures were then 

treated in exactly the same way, and after centrifugation the supernatant, 

Interface and phenol from each mixture were sampled for DNA estimations 

The results, table 10, indicated that dithiocarbamate and SLS must 

be present for interface formation. Tn the absence of dithiooarbamatc 

a high yield of DMA was obtained in the supernatant. By omitting 

dithiocarbamate from the extraction solution the desired Increase in 

' 	••. 
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percentage yield of DNA could be achieved. The supernatant in all the 

experiments was very turbid, presumably due to the presence of poly-

saccharides; recovery of the interfacial DNA therefore would not only 

enable enhanced yields of DNA to be obtained, but would also eliminate 

a considerable amount of contaminant. 

Table 10. 

'tractant 'eight 
amoebae 

otal 
11A 

Thtal DMA 
detected 

DNA In - 
/N 	T/F 	phenol 

oontrol 0 g iX)ug 13611g 21 	71 	7 

no 2.7r 1ug 10ug 67 	- 	33 

no PP  14,2g 1ug 176ug 11 	20 	9 

no DC 30g 10ug 182ug 77 	- 	23 

Percentage of the total measured DNA in each phase 
PP - phenolphthalein diphosphate 
DC - dithiocarbamate 

3-vi The recovery of interface DNA. 

The samples of interface DNA which had been examined in the proceeding 

experiments had been collected by simply drawing up the viscous mass into 

a wide bore pipette, and then treating directly with PCA. The first step 

in trying to recover the DNA from the interface was to attempt to dissolve 

the interface in either 0.01M Tris or ¶C. Before transferring the inter-

face to an aqueous medIum the residual phenol was removed by shaking the 

interface vigourously With three changes of non-anhydrous diethyl ether. 
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vi a) The solubility of interfacial DNA in Tris and SSC. 

Samples of interfacial DNA were prepared by the modified extraction 

procedure described in experiment 3-11). The isolated interface was 

extracted with ether and resuspended in a volume of solvent equal to 

twice the weight of amoebae from which the DNA had been extracted. The 

suspension was left to stand on toe for 2 hours, with occasional shaking. 

Any undissolved material was removed by centrifugation for 5-10 minutes at 

500 x g and room temperature, and the DNA content of the superne.tant and 

precipitate was measured. 

solvent ug 'DNA 
lissolved 

ug 'DNA 
I-nsoluble 

> 
dissolved 

0.01: Tris 145 123 54. 

0.01 	Tris 657 4.24. 61 

277 300 4.8 

iJnder the conditions used only half the interface DNi\ went into solution 

(Table U), irrespective of the solvent used. 	e-extraction of the 

insoluble residue could be expected to yield at best, 505 of the 

remaining DNA, thus three re-extractions would be required to recover 
Pn4'SI•  0 

the DNA; and this would increase the volume of the ')NA solution 

four-fold. 

vi 	b) The solubility of the interfacia]. DNA after Prorso digestion. 

A likely cause of the poor solubility of the interface DNA was the 

presence of protein precipitated from the phenol during ether extraction. 
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T'our experiments were therefore performed to test the effect of pronase 

digestion on the solubility of the interface DNA. 

Samples of interface DNA. were prepared as before, and after ether 

extraction each sample was resuspended in a volume, equal to twice the 

weight of amoebae used., of 0.02 SLI in 0.01W Tris containing 2mg/mi 

pronase. The suspensions were incubated. for 2 hours at 250C, and after 

incubation the insoluble material was collected as before. The DNA 

content of solution and residue was estimated. 

The effect of pronase digestion, Table 12, was to either so1ubilie 

the interface or to degrade it. The pronase used in these experiments 

had been incubated for 2 hours at 37°C before use, so it must be assumed 

that the nuoleases responsible for the degradation of the DNA originated 

In the interface. 

Table 12. 

Exf  f. ug DNA ug DNA DNA 
i' 11 ro1ved insoluble isso1ved 

282 C; 100 

2. 33(3 0 100 

degraded  

— — 
4 

"DIVA 14 	 .Icok.( pY.o;*._& F1,c.i/L'.t 
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vi-c) The effect of an increase in the volume of extractant per weight 

of amoebae and of longer times in StS. 

The success of two of the Pronase experiments favoured the 

hypothesis that the poor solubility of the interface DNA was caused by 

the deposition of protein during ether extraction. In order to reduce 

the amount of protein removed with the interface the ratio of extractant 

to amoebae was increased to 4:1, and in the same experiment the effect 

was tested of allowing the S7.9 time to act on the lysate before adding 

the phenol. 

A pellet of amoebae was resuspended in 4 volumes of cold extractant 

solution and divided into 4. equal parts. SLS was added to each sample 

to a final concentration of 2.. Phenol was added to the control lysate 

immediately and to the test lysatea after 1, 2 and 4. minutes. Al]. four 

samples were then treated identically and the interfacial DNA was collected 

as before. 

The isolated interfacial layers were extracted with ether and 

resuspended in 2 volumes of O.O1M Trio: the suspensions were left on 

ice for 2 hours with occasional shaking. Any undissolved material was 

centrifuged off, and the DN! content of the solutions and precipitates 

was estimated. The results, table 13, showed that under the conditions 

used in this experiment increased times of exposure to SLS resulted in 

decreased solubility of the interface DNA. The increased extractant 

to amoebae ratio appeared to give . completely soluble interface when 

there was no delay between lysis and the addition of phenol. Unfortunately 

this result was not reproducible and under the same conditions of extraction 

and re-solution three subsequent preparations failed to dissolve completely. 
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Table 13. 

rnime in 
SL 

ug )NA 
Iiso1ved 

ug 
inoi 

Thtal st 
total issolv& 

rth. 192 0 lOP 197 100 

1 mm. 168 23 191 197 28 

2 mm. 80 56 137 197 99 

4 mm. 108 72 1 197 (0 

vi-d) The effect of heating on the solubility of interface DNA. 

Al]. attempts to dissolve the interface had thus far been carried 

out at ice bath temperatures. Since heating to 60°C has been used in 

DNA extraction procedures without deleterious effects on the DNA, the 

effect was tested of heating the interface in 0.01M Trio at 600c. 
Two equal samples of interface DNA were prep red from the same 

phenol mixture (by halving the mixture before separating the phases) 

and after ether extraction both were resuspended in equal volumes of 

0.011f Trio, in the same proportions of Tris to initial weight of amoebae 

as before. One sample was left on ice for 2 hours as usual and the 

other was heated in a water bath at 600C. After 5-10 minutes at 600c 
the interface was completely dissolved and the test sample was left on 

ice with the control, until the control had been standing for 2 hours. 

Both samples were then centrifuged at 500g for 10 minutes and the DNA 

content of the solution and precipitate was measured. 
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Table 14. 

u( 
disso1ve.1 

ug D!TA 
insol 

)NA 
dissolved 

0 0 100 Sr5  

10 o 

03

A 

 
196 0 100 

The results (table 14.) showed that only 5-10 minutes at 600c were 
required to give complete solubility of the interfacial DNA. In 

subsequent tests a similar result was obtained and consequently heating 

at 60°c was adopted as a standard procedure for dissolving the interface. 

The final modified extraction procedure adopted as a result of the 

experiments reported above was as follows. A pellet of packed amoeba(- moebae 

was was resuspended in ice cold 0.3M sodium diethyldithiooarbamate plus 0.01gti 

phenolphthalein diphosphato (p11 7) in the proportion 1:4. (w/v) and ].ysed 

with STS (1/.0 the volume of the extm.otant used of a 2 SLIS solution). 

Ice cold 7 phenol in extractant solution was added immediately in the 

same proportion to the amoebae as the extractant solution. The 

resulting emulsion was stirred for 30 minutes at 250 rpm and 40C. The 
phases were separated by centrifugation for 15 minutes at 12,000 rpm 

(17,000 x g) and 0°0, and after removal of the supernatant the inter-

facial layer was collected in a wide bore pipette. The isolated 

interface was extracted three times with non-anhydrous diethyl ether and 

heated in 0.01M Tris (2 volumes of Pris/gram amoebae) for 5-10 minutes in 

a water bath at 600c. The very viscous solution formed was made up to 

C by the addition of xlO SSC and then precipitated with 96 ethanol. 

Using this method consistently high yields of DNA were obtained; table 
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15 shows the yields of DNA recovered in six preparative extractions. 

rpabi e  15. 

ufc 	A in - 
phenol 

Thtal DA 
detected 

ot1 
DNA 

of 	o-fa1 	VA 

recovered 

/5 265 19 28811, 281u? 93 

0 168 23 lug 197ug 

O 188 0lOOug lug 95 

O 171,0  16 1756ug 1292ug 100 

204ug 2ti8 80 

0 100 8 lOPur< 162ug 70 

3-vu) Purification 

Solutions of DNA prepared by the modified extraction method were 

very viscous and quite clear, in morked contrast to the very turbid 

solutions obtained by the original method. The clarity of the inter-

face DNA solutions argued a substantial reduction in the amounts of 

contaminants present. 

a) The amount of 'RNk in the aqueous phase and interface. 

The DNA and DNA concentration in the interface and aqueous phase 

was determined by sampling these phases from three preparative extractions. 

DNA. was estimated uinC1les and Myers method as before, and DNA was 

estimated in aqueous solution As described in section TI. The results 

of these estimations are given in table 16. 
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Table 16. 

Surernatant 
ug 	•)u[ 	ug Tt 

Tnterfaee 
0 ug 	'LA 	ugS 

 NA 
Total. 

ug T INA 	ug PN.A 

7 (4,000 413 3,700 470 (8, 700 

0 142,000 1875 38,000 1875 1.80,000 

20),000 1150 35,000 USC 2J.,O00 

The '.-)tal amount of 'NA deteoted in the aqueous phase and inter-

face was very large, and exceeded the amount of DNA by a factor of up 

to 200. Such a high TNt. to DNA ratio has not been reported for any 

Other organism, so this result was investigated further. 

The oroinol reagent used in the RNA estimation method responds to 

the presence of pentose sugars released from the RN& during the reaction. 

This reagent therefore, is not entirely specific to !NA and is especially 

liable to interference by polysacoharides. To minimise such inter-

ference the PNA was separated from the polysaccharide by precipitation 

with 5 trohloroaoetjo acid (TCA). 

A sample of the aqueous phase from a DNA extraction was precipitated 

with TCA at a final concentration of 9?, ThO precipitate was spun down 

and resuspended in distilled water to its original volume. The 'NA 

and polysacoharjde content of the resuspended precipitate, the acidic 

supernatant (acid soluble material) and the original untreated solution 

was determined. 

The results, Table 17, demonstrated that the high values obtained for 

RNA concentration in the aqueous phase were due to polysaoohariae. which 
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has been effectively separated from the DNA. with the exclusion of 

polysaooharl.des, the relative amounts of RNA and DNA in the interface 

and aqueous phase fall within the range of 101 to 301. 

ah1e :17. 

Jntreate 
aqueous phase 'recpaterI ro1ub1e 

rg/m1 mg/mi mg/ml 

Po1yro'. 15.P '.112 15.0 

RVIr 2.1 0.0110  2.5 

vu-b) The removal of tNA.  with RNAase. 

A contributory factor to the failure of the earlier purification 

experiments (2-1, 2-11, and 2-111) had been the poor quality of the DNA 

preparations available. The DNA solutions obtained using the modified 

method, however, were largely free from polysaocharidee and contained 

higher concentrations of DNA. The efficiency of IMUse digestion in 

removing NA from the improved DNA preparations was therefore tested. 

Tnterf'ace DNA, prepared as described 43-vi-d), was redissolved. in 

20rnl SC. The solution was sampled for NA and. DNA estimations, and 

15 ml was treated with 4.0 ug/ml 'NAase for 2 hours at 370 C. After 

this treatment the solution was halved; one half was dialysed over-

night at 4.°C against 5C, the other half was precipitated with ethanol 

and the fibres were spooled out on a glass rod. and redissolved in lOmi 

SC. After dialysis, the d1.alysate was made up to 10 ml, and the two 
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samples were estimated for 'NA and DNA content. The results, corrected 

for the effect of the dilution, from 7.5 - lOmi after treatment), are 

given in Table 18. 

Table IF. 

Initial 
solution 

ug/ml 

IARI.Ysate Precipl tate 

ug/m]. lost ug/Ml ' lost 

535 244 5. P7 Nt- 

flfl7 25 1P PR 

PNAaSe treatment of the interface DNA was no more effective than 

that of the earlier preparations, when considered in terms of percentage 

removal of RNA. But because the initial DNA solution was less heavily 

contaminated the ratio of DNA to BNA was much higher than that achieved 

by comparable treatments in the earlier experiments. Repeated RNAase 

treatments could be used effectively to remove a large proportion of the 

PNA, but the losses of DNA would be severe. 

Vii-C) The removal of protein with chloroform and phenol. 

in previous experiments the heaviest losses of DNA had occurred 

during deproteinisation. The effects of phenol and chloroform 

deproteinisation were tested on 7L4. prepared by the modified method. 

Solutions of interface DNA, prepared as described previously, were 

sampled for DNA and protein estimations, then shaken with 2 volumes of 

either chloroform or T5 phenol in SSC. The aqueous phases were 
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separated by centrifuging for 5  minutes at 15,000 x g, and the 

deproteinisatton was repeated once more. The volumes of the final 

solutions were measured and samples were taken for DNA and protein 

estimation. Two experiments were performed using chloroform and, three 

using phenol. The results are given in table 19. 

Table 19. 

a flhloroforin treatment 

Initial solution rinal solution Lost Volume 
protein DNA orotein 	PNA protein 	DA initial 	final 

mg 	- ug rcg ug ml ml 

26.5 0.15 18.0 75 	36 (.0 7.6 

31.5 0.17 19.5 72 	30 7.0 6.3 

b) Phenol tremtment 

- 30.0  

- 180.0 - 107.0  

- 53.0 - 32.0 - 	11.0 10 

After phenol treatment it was found that the traces of phenol left in 

the solutions were interfering strongly with the 'o1ins reagent used in 

the protein estimation method. While ether extraction would probably 

have overcome this difficulty, the experiments were not repeated as the 

results had shown that losses of DNA were still high. Two treatments 

with chloroform sufficed to remove almost 75,5 of the protein, without 

causing an appreciable decrease in the volume of the solution. Further 
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treatments would have removed almost lOO of the protein, but at the 

cost of 30-40' of the DNA. The efficiency of phenol in removing protein 

was not determined, but the loss of DNA was even higher than in chloroform. 

Despite the greater purity of the DNA prepared by the modified method., 

and the higher concentrations of DNA obtained., the purification methods 

tested were still not satisfactory. Deproteinisation failed because the 

treatments caused an excessive loss of DNA. The failure of PNAase 

digestion and dialysis or precipitation is not easy to explain. Possibly 

traces of phenol, dithiocarbamate or phenolphthalein diphosphate have 

contaminated the DNA preparations and inhibited the enzyme reaction. 

It is of interest to note that iirtikar et al (1967) have reported that 

they have been unable to remove PNA from preparations of k.oastellanii 

DNA even at TNAase concentrations as high as lOOug/ml. 

vii-d) Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation. 

Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation had been found the 

most effective way of purifying the DNA prepared by the original method. 

This technique was therefore applied to the DNA prepared by the modified 

method.. 

A sample of interface DNA was prepared by the usual method (3-vi-d.) 

and dissolved in 2 volumes of 0.01!c Tris. The solution was made up to 

SSC and the DNA precipitated with ethanol: the precipitate was 

red.iesolved. in 2 volumes of S'C and again precipitated.. The two 

precipitations were designed to remove any residual dithiocarbamate 

from the DNA solution, this was deemed necessary as dithiocarbamate 
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absorbs strongly at 255mu. Finally the precipitate was redissolved 

in 4. volumes of 0.01) Tris and CsCl was added to give a density of 

1.725g/cm3  as described in 11-7-i. The solution was centrifuged for 

(0 hours at 35,000 rpm and 25°C  in an angle rotor on an YSM ultra-

centrifuge. The gradient was fractionated and the fractions 

estimated as described. The fractions comprising the main absorbanoe 

peak were pooled and the t)NA was precipitated with ethanol, spun down 

and redissolved in 2m1 of 0.01M Prl.s. The DNA, INA and protein content 

of this solution was estimated. 

Table 20. 

ug DNA ug ug Protein )PA,A 	LA Protein 

+ Protein concentration too low to estimate 

The absorbance profile, fig.6, showed two peaks, a clearly defined major 

Peak and a less obvious minor peak near the meniscus. The composition of 

the major peak is shown in table 20, the DNA was free from measurable 

protein (the protein estimation method used was too insensitive to measure 

the small amount of protein present), and contaminated with less than 10 

PNA. The amount of DNA recovered, 66ug, was sufficient for experimental 

use and larger quantities could be readily prepared by either running 

several gradients or by putting more DNA into one gradient. Caesium 

chloride density gradient centrifugation was therefore adopted as the 
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standard purification technique. 

The DNA used in the subsequent experiments was Isolated by the 

modified method described In 3-vi-d, precipitated twice with ethanol 

from SSC and redissolved in 2 volumes of 0.01M Trio. Caesium chloride 

was added to this solution to give a density of 1.7259/cm3  and the 

gradients were centrifuged, fractionated and estimated as described in 

Section 11-7.  The absorbance profile obtained from such a preparative 

gradient is shown in fig-7. Using this technique up to 200ug of high 

molecular weight DNA can be prepared in a single gradient. Although 

the gradient s probably overloaded, the wide separation of the two DNA 

species enables resolution to be sacrificed for the convenience of 

large scale preparations. 

3-viii) Extraction of DNA from Tetrahymena and P.uglena 

The modified DNA extraction procedure was effective in extracting 

80-90 of the DNA from A. casteflanil. To test the general effective-

ness of this method it was applied to two other species of protozoa, 

Tetrahymena pyriforws V and Tuglena gracilis 7. These two species were 

chosen because they are easily cultured and stock cultures are maintained 

in this laboratory. 

Tetrahymena was grown on 27,  bacteriological peptone (Oxoid.) and 

Euglena was grown on 0.5,"tryptone, 0.05r- sodium acetate and 0.05'  yeast 

extract medium. Both cultures were grown in 200m1 of medium in 1 1 

'Roux: flasks and incubated at 25°C.  The uena cultures were illuminated 

by two fluorescent strip lights. The cultures were harvested in the 

continuous action rotor at 9,000rpm and pefleted at 6,000 rpm, otherwise 
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the DNft.. extraction was carried out exactly as described for amoebae. 

The initial cell suspension and the three phases of the extraction 

mixture were sampled as described earlier for DNA estimation. The 

DNA solutions obtained were purified on CsC1 gradients. 

The results are given in table 21 and fig.8. The extraction 

procedure proved equally efficient in extracting DNA from Petrahymena 

as from Acanthamoeba. The discrepancy between the total DNA in the 

initial suspension of tetrahymenae, and that recovered from the 

extraction mixture was due to the fact that 'retrahymena does not form 

a tight pellet on centrifugation, and in this experiment a large 

proportion of the cells were lost in decanting the supernatant. The 

Tetrahymena DNA formed a single sharp peak on CsC1, indicating that it 

was of high molecular weight. 

The results for Euglena were less satisfactory. Very little inter- 

face material was recovered from which about lO of the total DNA was 

obtained. The bulk of the DNA was in the phenol as a large pellet, 

from which only about 5O' of the DNA could be dissolved. The failure 

of the DNA to form an Interfacial layer was probably due to the presence 

of fragments of cell wall which either prevented the interface from 

coalescing or weighed it down causing it to sink into the phenol. The 

DNA which was recovered did not form a sharp peak on CsC1. and was probably 

of low molecular weight. 

Table 21. 

ranisn cc11 Tot1 u 	TA In  
T/7 Phenol 

Tetrahymena 3g 1, 22!u 705 C 

'37ug C 399 	o1uble) 
204 "insoluble) 
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111-14. Characterisation of the purified DIV.. 

4.-1 The identification of the two DNA species. 

Before attempting any measurements of the base composition of the 

purified DNA it was necessary to establish that the small second 

absorbance peak was in fact a minor DNA component. Accordingly a 

sample of DNA was prepared and after two ethanol precipitations was 

dissolved in 4. volumes of 0.01M iris and CeCi added to a density of 

1.725g/orn3. The gradient was centrifuged and fractionated exactly as 

before, and the absorbance at 260mu of each fraction was measured. 

0.4 ml of 60 perchioric acid was added to each fraction, and the 

fractions were heated at 70 C for 30 minutes. The caesium chloride, 

which was precipitated by the presence of excess chloride ions from the 

PCA, was centrifuged off, and the supernatants were mixed with the 

dipheny].amjne reagent and their DNA content determined as described. 

The results, fig.l, showed that DMA could be detected in both 

absorbance peaks, but not in any other part of the gradient. It was 

therefore concluded that the DNA of A. oastellanij contained two distinct 

molecular species, each having a characteristic buoyant density. 

4.-11 The determination of the thermal denaturation temperature. 

The thermal denaturation temperature of the major and minor )NA 

was determined by the method of Marmur and Doty (1962). The determinations 

were performed in a Unlearn SP 500 spectrophotometer fitted with a double 

walled cell holder through which heating water was circulated by a 

Cirootherm heating water pump. "he connections between the cell holder 
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and the water bath were kept as short as possible by positioning the 

water bath alongside the cel]. compartment. The temperature of the 

water leaving the heating jacket was taken as that of the cells (the 

difference between this temperature and that in the cofle was lees than 

one degree). 

A sample of DNA was prepared by the modified method and centri-

fuged on a oaosium chloride gradient as described previously. The 

gradient was fractionated and the absorbance profile plotted, fig. 2, 

to determine the position of the minor peak. The fractions containing 

the major and minor DNA were collected (shaded areas in fig.2) and the 

DNA was recovered by polloting for 16 hours at 35,000 rpm. The DNA 

pellets were redissolved in 0.1 Sr (pH 6.9) and adjusted to a DNA 

concentration of approximately 10 ug/mi (an absorbance of 0.2 0.D.). 

The solutions were examined singly. The sample was outgaszed 

under vacuum for a few minutes at room temperature, then 2 ml was 

pipetted into a stoppered silica cell and its absorbance at 260 mu was 

read against 0.1 SSC at 250C. The system was heated rapidly to 60°c 

and then slowly by 100 increments up to a final temperature of 900C. 

A few minutes 'was allowed at each temperature for equilibration. 

The absorbance at 260 mu was measured at each temperature rise. 

The results were corrected for thermal expansion and the relative 

absorbance (absorbance of denatured DNA divided by the absorbance of 

native DNA) was plotted against tenmerature, fig-3).  By convention 

the thermal denaturation temperature is taken from the mid-point of the 

curve obtained, and is the temperature at which the greatest amount of 

DNA is undergoing the transition from double to single stranded form. 
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The curves in fig-3  gave a denaturation temperature of 820  C in 0.1 3C 

for the major DNA, and of approximately 700  C in 0.1 SSC for the minor 

DNA. The denaturation curve of the minor DNA showed a pronounced 

discontinuity between 70 and 750C,  indicating the presence of two 

components in this sample. If the ourveis considered as two curves 

superimposed, then the lower curve had a denaturation temperature of 

65°C and the upper curve of 820C. The clear separation of the major 

and minor DNA on the preparative gradient (fig.2) makes it unlikely that 

the minor DNA was contaminated with major DN!, bspite the similarity 

between the denaturation temperatures of the major Di(A and the upper 

part of the curve at the minor DNA. It is possible however that the 

minor DNA was contaminated with some other substance. Base 

composition may be determined from thermal denaturation temperature 

using the relationship:- 

TM - 69.3 
C-C * 	0.41 

where Pm is the denaturation temperature of the DNA in SC. To correct 

for the low ionic strength of the 0.1 80SC used in this experiment 15°  C 	
i q &2) 

was added to the denaturation temperatures. The base composition of 

the two DNA's was then calculated to be 	C-C for the major DNA and 

30 C-C for the minor DNA, assuming the lower portion of the melting 

curve to be the true denaturation curve. 

4-iii The determination of the buoyant density 

The buoyant densities of the two DNA to were determined in an VSF 

analytical ultracentrifuge, using Looli and mouse satellite DNA'S as 
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markers. A solution of pure major DNA was prepared by the described 

methods, and made up to an optical density of 0.15 O.D. in 0.01M Tris. 

Caesium chloride was added to give a density of 1.74g/cm3  and approx-

imately 0.05 O.D. of T.coli DNA was added as a marker. The sample was 

centrifuged at 45,000 rpm and 2500 for 20 hours, the cell was photo-

graphed at equilibrium using u v optics and the negative was scanned in 

a Joyce T,oebl Chromosoan densitometer. A sample of purified total DNA 

was prepared and centrifuged in the same way using mouse satellite DNA 

as a marker, and a sample of the same total DNA was then centrifuged 

without a marker. 

The densitometer tracings from these three runs are Shown in fig.4. 

The densities of the marker DNA's vere taken as, 1.co1i 1.7109/cm3nd 
. .( '166) 

mouse satellite 1.691g/cm 	The hioynnt lenity of th major DNA was 

then calculated from the formula (FI&..b..l & aj tqé') 

p 	p 
rn 	

r +0.0092(2 	2 r - 	) s  S m 

where p,  is the density of the marker DNA, p5  is the density of the 

sample DNA, r5  is the distance of the sample DNA band from the axis of 

the rotor, and r  is the distance of the marker DNA band from the axis 

of the rotor. The density of the minor DNA was calculated from the 

third run using the major DNA as a arker. 

The values for the buoyant densities of the two DNA's were 1.6939/cm3  

for the minor DNA, and 1.719g,/om3  (using i.00li DNA as marker) and 

1.720 g/om3  (using mouse satellite DNA as marker) for the major DNA. 

The base aomposition of the DNA's was determined by substitution 

into the equation?- 

-I 
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P - 1.660 
G—C 	0.098 

where p is the buoyant density of the DNA. The values for base 

composition of the two )NA's, as determined by denaturation temperature 

and buoyant density measurements are given in table 1 below 

Table. 1. 

Tin 
S.S.C. 

p 

'ajor DNA (7 (J 1.720 61 

!inor DNA 6.5 	1 30 1.693 34 
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Discussion 

In a biological system the greatest variable is the organism 

being studied; it is essential therefore to standardise asfar as possible 

the conditions under which the organism is grown and collected prior to 

experimental treatments. Practical considerations, however, dictate that 

a compromise must be affected between the highest degree of standardisation 

attainable and the most effective methods of producing and manipulating 

the experimental animals. Thus, although A. casteulanji may be grown in 

a defined medium because growth in this medium is slow, the amoebae used 

in all the experiments described were grown on a non-defined peptone 

medium. The bulk culture methods used enabled large quantities of amoebae 

to be produced within a short period of time- up to 10 grams of amoebae 

from 1.51 of culture in 5-7 days. 

Although the amoebae grew well under the culture conditions used, 

stirring was apparently affecting the amoebae. The two experiments 

performed on the effect of agitation on amoebae were designed solely to 

establish that the amoebae became multinucleate under these conditions as 

reported. sand and Machomer (1963) observed multinucleate cells in stirred 

cultures of Xartmannolla rhysodes and attributed their formation to an 

inhibition of cytokinesis through the lack of a firm substrate on which the 

cells might draw atart at division. James and Byers ('1967) made a similar 

finding with A. oastefln.ni.i (Neff) in shaken aerated cultures and suggested 

that low oxygen tension also encouraged the induction of multinucleartty. 

The extent of multinuclearity measured in the two experiments described 

was higher than that quoted by James and Byers (2 of cells multinuoleate). 
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And the results of the DNA per cell determinations indicated, an average 

of two nuclei per cell compared to the average Of l.4, nuclei per cell 

found by James and Byers. 

The possibility that rnultinncleate amoebae are different physiologically 

from uninucleato cells cannot be discounted but the evidence suggests that 

multinuoleate amoebae are little different from normal cells. Bend and 

!aohemer have demonstrated that the nuclear-oy-toplasmio ratio remains 

constant irrespective of the size or number of nuclei. Yjellstrand. (1968) 

has shown that multinuoleate Aoanthamoebae from stirred cultures divide 

within 30 minutes of being permitted to attach to a firm substrate. The 

observation of Kjellstrand, and the observed doubling of the mean generation 

time in stirred cultures tends to support the view of Band that multi-

nuolearity is a response to an increasing difficulty in achieving cyto-

kinesis, which is expressed as a temporary multinuclearity. 

The readiness with which the amoebae became multinucleate complicated 

the method of quantifying the preparations of amoebae. Determinations of 

cell numbers by haeiuoeytorneter counts did not allow for the variations in 

size and multinuclearity of the amoebae. The determinations of the wet 

and dry might per amoeba were also unreliable. In practice the weight 

of packed cells, though inaccurate, was sufficiently precise for the 

techniques being used. Data from all the extraction experiments provided 

a rorking estimate of the amount of DNA contained in 1 gram of packed cells, 

which proved more reliable than values calculated from weight per cell and 

DNA per cell determintions. 
0-f 9 

The amount of DNA per uninuoleate amoeba, e=V picograms, falls well 

within the range of values for DNA content found among protozoa. The 
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phytoflageuates 1 uglena &raoilis and Astasia longa, for example, contain 

more DMA (2.3 and 1.5 picograms respectively), Triohomonas species contain 

approximately the same amount (0.1. ploograms) and TManosoma evansi 

contains slightly less (0.2 pioograms). The ciliates are highly poiy- 

ploid and contain considerably more DNA, Tetrahynena contains 13.E pioo- 

grams of DNA.(m.vII i&7,) 

The size of the genome of A. castellanil cannot be inferred with any 

accuracy from the estimated DNA content per cell. It is possible that 

the organisms are polyploid or that polyteny is induced at the same time 

as the cells become multinucleate, Rowever, the amount of DNA in the 

amoebae, even after allowing for the presence of non-chromosomal DNA, 

would appear to be sufficient to carry the genetic information necessary 

to such a simple organism. The coelenterates, which are generally considered 

the next level of organisation contain only slightly more DNA per cell 

(0.9 picograms'. 

In the living cell DMA is found in association with proteins and 

lipoprotein organdies. The problems of isolating DNA are those of 

releasing it from its association with proteins, preserving it from 

degradation by nucleases and separating it from TZNA polysaooharides and 

proteins. Practically, the methods used are limited by the sensitivity 

of DNA to rupture by extremes of pfI or temperature, by physical damage 

or by the reagents themselves. A further limitation is imposed on any 

single extraction method by the wide vsrirt1on found in the way in which 

the DNA is associated with proteins and in the amounts and properties of 

the nucleases present in the cell. 

ieoause of this variation in the "packaging" of the DNA in the cell, 
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there is no universally applicable extraction method and a number of 

different procedures have been developed to overcome the problems 

encountered in extracting DLA from various sources. The selection of 

an extraction method for A. casteflanji was therefore largely a matter 

Of trial and error. The first methods tested were those which had been 

used for extracting DNA from protozoa (Marmur, Barns and Thomas, and 

Honigberg and Mandel), the other methods tested were chosen more or lees 

at random. 

A common feature of many extraction methods is the use of detergents 

to inhibit nucleases and to remove proteins. Chelating agents, og 1YPA 

and 9SC, are often used in combination with detergents to supress nuclease 

activity by removing activating cations. The method of Marmur employs 

detergents, a chelating agent and high salt concentrations to inhibit 

nucleases and release DNA, this particular combination of reagents has 

been used to extract DNA from a wide range of organisms. An alternative 

to the use of bydrophilijo salts and detergents is the use of lipophilhic 

salts and woter-saturated phenol (Kirby 1957, 1959, 1961) Lipophillic 

salts which also possess chelating properties have been found to be 

particularly effective. The proteolytio enzyme Pronase has been used 

to extract DNA from a variety of microorganisms (Berns and Thomas 1965). 

Six out of the seven extraction methods tested on A. oasteflanjj 

failed to release highly Polymerised DNA.. Those six methods included 

the use of detergents, chelating agents, high salt concentrations, 

Pronase and phenol as nuolease inhibitors. Al]. these reagents are non- 

specific inhibitors and either denature the nucleases (detergents, phenol, 

Pronase and high salt concentrations) or inactivate them through the 
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removal of activating ions (chelation). Trom the failure of all those 

reagents it must be deduced that aoanthamoebae posses,  unusually robust 

nucleases. Difficulties in extracting DNA from acanthamoebae have been 

reported by Kirtikar, Jensen and Meyers (1967)  and by Nandel 1967) who 

attributed the difficulties to potent nuclease activity. 

The reason for the success of Th'by's rilthiocarbamate method is not 

clear. Sodium diethyldithiocarbamate is a lipophilhic salt with 

chelating properties, and phenolphthalein dipoephate is also a weak 

chelating agent. The success of these two reagents in releasing high 

molecular weight DNA from A. casteflanii could depend on a common 

chelating ability. Both salts will chelato copper and ferrous and 

ferric ions, and dithiocarbarnate will also ohelate several other ions 

including the heavy metals lead and mercury, and the divalent ions 

manganese and cobalt (which are activating ions for nucleases of the 

DNAase 1 type). Lipophilhic salts alone are not able to release intact 

DNA(p-amino sahicylate and naphthalene 1.5. disu].phonate both failed). 

Under certain conditions phenolphthalein diphosphate will precipitate 

DNA selectively, Kirby 1961) envisaged the formation of a complex 

between the phosphate groups of phenolic diphosphates and the phosphate 

groups in the NA backbone. If this is correct it is possible that 

phenolphthalein diphoephate interferes with nuolcase activity by 

complexing with the DNA. 

The experiments on the modifications of Kirby's method provide 

little information on the reasons for its success. The effect of 

performing the extraction at low temperature was to increase the yield, 

as expected, by slowing down nuclease activity while the reagents took 
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effect. The action of SLS was not expeoted and it is not known why 

this reagent should cause the precipitation of the DW. 	The different 

reactions obtained when dithiocarbamate and phenolphthalein diphoephate 

were used separately in the presence of STS may indicate that these 

two salts act in different ways. The amount of material in the inter-

facial layer is far greater than the total amount of DNA it is estimated 

to contain, and the addition of oaesitm chloride to solutions of inter-

face DNA. precipitates a large amount of protein. This would suggest 

that the interface is a DNA protein mixture. 

Although Tirby's dithiocarbamate method was effective in releasing 

and preserving DNA, the subsequent purification procedure was incapable 

of eliminating the large quantities of protein, NA and polysaccharides 

which were also released. Tn the majority of procedures the lysate is 

shaken with either phenol or chloroform to remove proteins, and the DNA 

is recovered in the upper aqueous phase formed on centrifugation. The 

crude DNA solution is then treated with NAase and the DNA is separated 

from the products of the digestion by selective precipitation or by 

dialysis. Then they occur polysaoohnrides are frequently troublesome, 

bacterial capsular polysacoharides have been removed by selective 

precipitation with iso-propane). (Marmur 1961), and precipitation from 

phosphate solution by 2-methoxyethanol has been used to separate oly-

saccharides from the D!'ZA of Drosophila eggs (rirby 1962), 

In attempting to purify the DNA from Acanthamoeha less attention 

was paid to protein contamination than to NA and polysaccharide contamin-

ation, partly because the proteins were present in smaller amounts. 

Further, the presence of 'NA and polysaccharide imparted a marked turbidity 
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to the DNA solutions and were therefore both more noticeable and, more 

troublesome. The actual efficiency of removal of prc -bein by ehloro-

form treatments was no better than that if the other purification 

treatments, but if further chloroform treatments had been given after 

flrase treatment, as advised. h Marinur (1961) a higher percentage 

removal of proteins could doubtless have been achieved.. This step was 

omitted however, because remedying the failure of the methods for the 

removl of NA and polysaocharido was considered more important than 

the completion of deproteini.sat ion. 

The two techniques most commonly used for the removal of the products 

of RNAaee digestion, dialysis and alcoholic precipitation rely on the 

complete degradation of the PNA to nuoleotidee, Neither of these two 

techniques were successful in removing RNA from preparations of 

A. castellardi DNA. lephadex gel filtration which will seperate off 

molecules of up to 200,000 molecular weight, far larger than those 

removed by dialysis or alcohol precipitation, also failed to separate out 

the NA after Mase treatments, Tir-tikar, Jensen and. Meyers (1967) 

have reported difficulties in removing RNA from extracts of Aoantbamoeba 

DNA, even when the qwAase concentration was raised to lOOug/ml; and 

have claimed that the Ria of Acanthaxnoeba cannot be removed by TZN.,Aase 

treatments. The purification experiments have shown that a high 

percentage of the PNA. can be removed by PNAase digesti on but there are 

indications that a part at least of the PNA is not completely degraded.. 

Polysaocharides are more difficult to remove owing to the lack of 

a specific enzyme comparable to 1 NM5e, Salivary amylase was effective 

in breaking down the polysaccharides so as to remove the opalescence of 
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the solution, but such preparations are too uncontrolled for routine use. 

The alternative technique, 2-methoxyethanol precipitation was no more 

effective however. The chemical purification treatments failed because 

the proportion of DNA. to contaminants was so low that the small losses 

of DNA during the purification treatments represented a high percentage 

of the initial DNA concentration. Caesium chloride density gradient 

centrifugation however, is a closed system in which the DNA is concentrated 

in a unique position on the gradient, spatially separated from the 

contaminants. Although not originally a preparative technique, the 

use of angle rotors instead of swing-out rotors (Flamm Bond and Burr' q,6 ) 

enables larger quantities of DNA (both in terms of DNA per gradient and 

number of gradients per rotor) to be banded with greater resolution. 

The only disadvantage of this technique is that it requires long 

centrifugation times on very expensive machinery, and for this reason 

it ,is only adopted when all other methods failed. 

The technique finally adopted for extracting DNA from Acanthamoobee 

is more elaborate than the straightforward chemical procedures such as 

Narmur 'a, but has the advantage purifying and fractionating the DNA in 

a single operation. By using density gradient centrifugation as the sole 

moans of purification the DNA is subjected to less handling and is less 

likely to be sheared to lower molecular weight 	The risk of selective 

loss of minor DNA components is minimised by the reduced handling, kinnor 

and Triplet (1967) have shown that the poly dAT satellite of crab DNA 

may be lost during phenol &eprotoinsation and 'olfe (1963) has shown 

that newly synthesised DNA in '.00li can also be lost in a similar manner. 

The DNA of A. castellanji contains two components, differing in their mean 
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-C contents. The quantitatively major component is almost certainly 

of nuclear origin and the minor )NA is assumed, to be mitoohondrial. 

This assumption is based on the facts that 1N.castellanii is known to 

contain a large number of mitochondria and that mitochondria are known 

to contain DNA. '!lein and Neff (1960) have calculated tht 2 of 

the cell volume is occupied by mitochondria, which would explain the 

high proportion of minor to major DNA. The general occurrence of mito-

cho'i.a1 DNA is well established, both by electron microscope studies 

(Naas, Nass & Afzeliun 1965), and by the extraction of DNA from Isolated 

mitochondria,  

The mean C-C content of the major DTA as determined by buoyant 

density and thermal denaturation temperature measurements varied by 

only 	C-C. The agreement between  the results obtained by the two 

methods vian quite satisfactory, since an error of 1°C or 0.001g/om3  is 

equivalent to i. C-C and the techniques employed were liable to errors 

of this magnitude. Similarly the results for the minor DNA were also 

in close agreement, despite the poor denaturation curve obtained.. 

The steepness of the thermal denaturation curve is indicative of the cc 

homogeneity of the DNA sample. Denaturation commences at regions rich in 

A-T base pairs, and. 0-C rich regions are the last to separate, thus the 

presence of such regions will impart a skew to the melting curve. The 

major DNA passes through the transition from duplex to single strands 

over a temperature change of a few degrees, this DNA is therefore very 

homogeneous. The narrowness of the band the major DNA forms on density 

gradients confirms this • The minor DNA however, shows a very broad 

melting profile, incompatible with its banding characteristics on density 
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gradients. The presence of a discontinuity in the melting curve suggests 

that the minor DNA sample tested was oontaminnted with some unknown 

substance* The purity of minor DNA prepared by eaesium chloride density 

gradient oentrifugation was not tested, mainly owing to difficulties in 

obtaining sufficient material. substances other than DNA will band on 

density gradients, Suyama & Preer (196) found * non—DNA band in 

preparations of Tetrahymens and Paramecium:  DNA. 

11 the upper portion of the minor DNA melting curve is disregarded, 

the lower portion may be seen as a sharp melting curve with a mid point 

at 65 C. This curve is then compatible with the banding pattern of the 

minor DNA on density gradients. The thermal denaturation temperature of 

the minor DNA has been determined from this portion of the curve. The 

method for extracting and characterising the DNA of A. castellar i has 

been applied to four other amoebae of the genus (Adam X Blewett, 1968). 

The four amoebae examined were:-  A. castellanth N strain, A. palestinensis, 

A. polyphaga and A. astronrxIs. TTtng these four amoebae It was found 

that the base composition of the major and minor DNA's could be said to 

reflect differences between the amoebae. Thus the N strain DNA was 

Identical to that of the Neff strain DNA. These two strains are very 

similar and have only been found to differ in their carbohydrate 

metabolism (Adam and Blewett 1967. 

A. palestinensis has been given specific status by Page (1967), and 

differs from A. castellanU Neff in its nutritional requirements (Adam, 

1 964k). The minor DNA of this species differed byC-C from that of 

the Neff strain, though the major DNA's were the same. This difference, 

W1  C—C compared to 3l,$ G—C, was considered significant. 
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1. 	ci5bt per cell determinations. 

t bc 	er 
'S 

I 	€5 :er & 
ietelis 

I 

drr cells 

I 	.7Ot 
cell3 . 

I 
cells 

x.pt. 	1 
2 1 - 'tr- 

).09u0. 1 u 14t2u4 4 G ,D 0 M 2'70 . 09316 1.63750 .14594 0.54414 0. 0575 
D95651.o3'7 .14946 0.56190 05381 

9.09101 1.6764' 9.14630 9.58459 :,Q5449 
. 99151 L.606G 9.14586 9.51514 . 05435 

1.3357' .14098 :.5475C 0.05278 
. 09251 1.626 2 .1460E .53701 ).05377 

n.099l 1.6827 ..L4964 0.58884 .05573 
-I 5 .,j(('J\) '.U_O._.j 

.05424 mean - .55693 

(31  .13975 .44710 0. 043 
49 01 0.04594 

0.0961 1.547 .1..914 0.45464 0.O458 
0.09204 1.32000 T.l3823 .5274G 0.04532 

1.39005 '.13803 0.60614 9.04412 
fl..99484 1.54826 '.13910 .45341 0.04426 

5-" .1 	l4 0.1J71 .046C 
0.49325 - 0.04591 

I 	3. 
'. 99615 - '.J.2340 - 0.03754. 
0.08154 - .116201 - 0.03749 
9.08154 - I.1182 - .03660 

96,17 6- .12167 - 9.0.3601 
9.08390 -  1.12441 - .0363i 
0.08452 - :1205% - 9.03621 
0.92073 - ,9.I90.j13 - 3.06740 - 9.03693 
6xpt. 	4. 
'.01 763 - 9.0979S - 0.02077  
0.07351 - 0.09460 - 9.02099 
0. 07 59 5 - 0.09680 - 9.02005 
0.07689 - 0.09788 - 0.02090 
9.07831 - 9.09961 - j.02130 
9.07814 - 0.09934 - 0.02120 
0.07412 - 0.09534 - 0.02122 
o.07566 - 6.09696 - 0.02130 
.07558 - 9.09690 - 9.02152 

".07451 - 9.09660 - 0.02149 - 	- 0.02114 



PPr.TDIX I. Teight per cell determinations 
ii) cell counts. 

lxpt. Cells/mm 3  in dilution vol tota'. No 
Ui)Efl:iOfl 

-1 

dried ce1J 

_i. 06 	o1i 	a.' 

	

x 	L _) 

81 	77 	ol i/ioo 

mean 	83.3 418 x 10°  

7 	r/ 	9 
74 	70 	65 1/100 5rLIl 

mean 	71.0 355 x iO 

3 154 128 124 
160 117 166 1/100 lini 

mean 	141 141 x 10 

4 112 115 	84 
88 101 102 1/100 ml 1 

mean 	100.3 100 	c 10 



APPTNDIX 2. DNA. per cell deteininations. 

a) IiL per dry cell 

t dry Total ug Di1/iiig 
c ell 3 DNA in dry cells 

1711,  aanple 
ug.  

1. 	22.59 1.30 	0.59 l.Dry weight per cell, 
36.85 lb.02 	0.43 
31.47 16.92 	0.54 1.29 x 10 	g 
25.95 15.21 	0.59 
52.12 p4.57 	0.47 Dà per dry cell 
44.92 25.92 	0.58 

0.68 x 1011g. 42.44 22.52 	0.53 
nean - 0.53  

2. 	49.79 23.25 	0,53 2. Dry weight per cell, 
68.43 6.00 	0.3 

31. ')0 	0.55 1.27 x 109 
mean 	0.53 DNA per dry cell, 0.67 

3. 10.37 	0.26 Dry weight per cell, 
48.06 13.17 	0.27 
57.47 16.47 	0.29 2.62 x 10 	g. 
63922 13.60 	0.24 
48.29 11.52 	0.24 DNA per dry cell, 
60,30 13.40 	0.22 
5.93 15.72 	0.31 o, 

mean 	0.26  

42.93 14.7 0.34 4. Dr 	weight per cell, 
34.07 12.7 0.36 
39,96 10.7 0.27 2.11 X 10 9g. 
39.85 1.5 0.34 
34.89 18.2 0.28 DHA per dry cell, 
49.24 16.5 0.33 
2.24 11.7 0.36 0.70 x 10 	ug, 

48187 15.7 0.32 
38.03 13.7 0.36 
46.17 15.7 0.34 

rican 0.33 



PFEdDIX 2. DNA per cell determinations. 

b) DNA per live amoeba 

i) Amoebae from stationary cultures. 

 

Number of 
cells 

x 10 

Total DTP- 
content 

ug0 ug x ia-b 

17.2 c. 	r j. 32 
17.2 4.5 0.26 

34,3 10.7 0.31 
34.3 11.0 0.32 

11.1 3.2 0.29 
11.1 2.7 0.24 

22.2 8.0 0.36 
ni can 0,30 

 
23.4 6.48 0.28 
23.4 6.48 0.28 
23.4 6.76 0.29 

0.2B 

ii) ioebae from stirred cultures. 

 

Tumber of 
cells b x 	1 

Total DN 
content 

ug 

DNA/cell 

ugxl0 

8,7 8.22 0.85 

14.5 10.55 0.73 
14.5 11.02 0.76 

19.4 14.6C 0.75 
19.4 14.75 0.76 

19.12 
,-9.0 L) C 

L)) 
r\ 	cr 

mean 0.74 

03.0 53.6 0.85  
63.0 54.7 0.67 
63.0 54.0 0.86 
63.0 53.5 0,85 

rjean 




